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ABSTRACT 
Linear viscoelasticity offers a minimal framework within which to construct a causal model for wave 
propagation in absorptive media. V'iscoelastic media are often described as media with memory, that 
is. the present state of stress is dependent on the present strain and the complete time history of 
strain weighted by time convolution with an appropriate time-dependent stress rela.Kation modulus. 
.Vn a.xisynmietric. displacement-based finite element method for mofleling pul.sed ultrasonic waves in 
linear, homogeneous visccelastic media is developed that does not require storage of the complete time 
history of displacement at every node. This is accomplished by modeling the stress rela.xation moduli 
a» discrete or '•ontinuous spectra of decaying e.-cponentials. The vi.scoel;istic finite element methotl 
serves as a test bed for studying three inverse methods for recovering time flependent longitudinal 
moduli from pulsed ultrasonic waves transmitted through a slab of viscoelastic material with properties 
known n pnori. .Specifically, two e.\isting inverse methods called propagator methods, denoted here 
as the two-slab method and slab-substitution methofl. are moileled and compared to show relative 
advantages and disadvantages of both. Both methoiis require attenuation and wave speed as a function 
of frequency derived from transmitted wave data for inversion and recovery of modulus flata. .Several 
different variables such as measurement lo<:ation and source radius are varied to di.scern those variables 
that have greatest influence on accuracy of reconstructed morluli. [t is found that an increase in .source 
aperture radius causes the greatest improvement in modulus accuracy. .Vnother novel inverse method 
known as wave splitting is applied to numerical data generated by the finite element test bed. Wave 
splitting requires a time-dependent transmission kernel for recovery of a viscoela:3tic modulus rather 
than frequency-dependent attenuation atid wave speed, [t is shown that in principle wave splitting 
can recover the material modulus with data derived from a simulated ultrasonic e.vperiment. but it is 
not as robust as the other two frequency-domain inverse methods studied. Its main drawback is that 
transmission kernel data required for inversion must be known for the same thickness of viscoelastic slab 
implying that pulses with relatively high center frequencies nmst be propagated through slabs whose 
thickness is only appropriate for low frequency measurement. .Material attenuation quickly reduces 
X I V  
rransmittfd waves at high freciiieiicies to iinac-cpptably low levels when propagatetl rhroti^h thick slabs 
appropriate for pulses centered at lower Frequencies. In general, the finite element method h;is been 
utilizeii ;is an effective tool for comparing alternative inverse method.s. 
I  
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Overview: Role of Numerical Simulation 
.\[aterial property measurement is a fundamental area of basic and applied research. Precise and 
accurate knowledge of material properties has been and continues to be a key to solving important 
technological challenges. .Many examples of technologically important materials e.^ist such as the space 
shuttle tiles that efficiently dissipate relatively large amounts of heat and allow safe re-entry of the orbiter 
and graphite-epo.xy composite materials that make airplanes and other structures stronger and lighter. 
Designing new materials requires measurements of material properties and usually some trial and error. 
Accurate measurement methods can reduce the iteration time in material design by reducing uncertainty 
in measured properities. Therefore, hand in hantl with materi.al property measurement is the study of 
measurenient methods themselves. Active research in measurement methods includes development of 
practical e.xperimental methods and theoretical development of new measurement methods. .\. working 
definition of a measurement method is a complete algorithm that takes measurable e.Kperimental data, 
applies signal processing, and produces an estimate of desired material properties. 
.Vn important and often essential mid-step between theory and experiment is a numerical study of 
new measurement methods. .Assuming there exists a numerical model which accurately captures the 
essential physics of a proposed experimental arrangement, important questions about method feasibility 
can be posed and insight gained by e.xercising such a model. With a numerical model one can start 
from the most ideal and experimentally unrealistic scenario and incrementally impose more realistic 
conditions. .\t each step results show what parameters have greater or lesser effect on a measurement 
method's ability to estimate correctly a material property. In many cases there is more than one way to 
obtain the same information. .A. computer model or "test bed" facilitates comparison of competing meth­
ods. From another point of view numerical simulation can indicate what is necessary technologically 
for a measurement method to succeed. 
.Measurement of mechanical material properties with ultrasonic waves is one active area for measure­
ment method research and is a central subject of this dissertation. Generally, ultrasonic rne.Tsurement 
2  
methods .ire inverse methods, that is. input and output are known and information that (-haracterizps 
the material untier test (ML'T) is estimated from knowledge of input and output. Spei-ifically. an in-
(-•ident wave i.s generated by a transducer and a scattered wave is received by a different or the same 
transducer. .Material properties are then estimated by some sort of compari-son of a reference wave with 
a scattered wave. .V .scattered wave may be reflected from or transmitted through a material under test 
and a reference wave may be either an incident wave or a wave reflected from or transmitted through 
a material medium whose properties are well known—a reference material. 
.V compari.son of reference wave with scattered wave usually involves computer signal processing 
of sampled data. Signal processing algorithms are derived from theory that is assumed to represent 
accurately es.sential physics of an e.xperimental arrangement. In the case of ultrasonic wave propagation, 
basic theory takes the form of a three dimensional, partial differential wave equation with appropriate 
boundary conditions and initial i-onditions. This presents an important point, that is. a measurement 
or inverse method is derived from a "forward model" of the measurement process. .V forward model 
implies that input, material under test and input/material interaction are known; therefore, an output 
is predictable, ['sually. the more accurate the forward model the better one can as.sess the feasibility 
of an inverse method derived from it. 
In summary, numerical simulation has an important role to play in modeling new materials as well 
as new methods to measure their properties. .V computer model (:an .serve as test bed where ideas 
can be tested quickly and cheaply and discarded if they appear unfeasible. Competing ideas can be 
compared and contrasted as more experimental reality is incorporated into the model. 
Dissertation Research 
Overview 
This dissertation is in part a numerical feasibility study of a relatively new inverse method, wave 
splitting/invariant embedding (WS). and the comparison of WS with more traditional inverse methods 
for material property measurement denoted here as "propagator methods." These inverse methods 
are applied to measurement of viscoelastic moduli in linear, homogeneous and isotropic viscoelastic 
media. Another important part is the development of a finite element test bed for ultrasonic wave 
propagation in viscoelastic media. The numerical test bed is found to be interesting in its own right for 
studying ultrasonic wave propagation in linear, absorptive media. The test bed grew out of difficulties 
in arranging an appropriate experimental set-up for measuring viscoelastic moduli, [n retrospect, a test 
;{ 
b«l approach is a realistic way to estimate feasibility of these inverse niethoiis from rhe point of view 
of time, flexibility and cost. 
Original inspiration for this study arose from the relative success of two proof of principle electro­
magnetic expermients [15. Ifi]. In these experiments materials were placed inside a coaxial transmi-ssion 
line and certain properties were determined from impulse response functions, that is. time dependent 
reflection and transmission kernels. Respon.se functions were recovered from measurements of plane 
waves incident upon, reflected from and transmitted through the .\[UT. In the first experiment [ifi] 
an inhomogeneous permittivity profile was reconstructed as a function of distance along the coax from 
reflection data. In the second e.xperiment [lo] the time dependent susceptibility of a homogenous, 
dispersive liquid was reconstructed as a function of time from transmission data. Material properties 
determined in these experiments were considered rea.sonable compared with previously known material 
properties measured with other experimental techniques [17]. Thus far no analogous experimental stud­
ies have been conducted utilizing ultrasonic waves and wave splitting inverse theory for determining 
mechanical properties of materials. This point begged the question: "'"an wave splitting inverse meth­
ods be successfully applied to ultrasonic measurement of mechanical properties?" It is this question 
that has motivated a numerical feasibility study. The feasibility study necessitated development of an 
appropriate numerical test bed. For comparison propagator inverse methods are studied in parallel 
as an alternative to wave splitting. Wave splitting is a general inverse method that is applicable to 
inhomogeneous media, but places relatively stringent requirements on the input data for the inverse 
algorithm. Propagator methods are relatively robust methods for recovering moduli and they expUsit 
the pul.sed nature of tiltra-sonic waves 
.\.n initial question was whether to study wave splittmg for ultrasonic wave propagation in non-
dispersive inhomogeneous. isotropic elastic media analogous with the experiment in [16] or homoge­
neous. isotropic viscoelastic media analogous with the experiment in [loj. Several factors influenced the 
choice of the latter. A major factor was that many technologically relevant materials such as polymeric 
solids and liquids are well modeled by linear, homogeneous and isotropic viscoelasticity theory; there­
fore. successful inverse methods may have broader application. .\ wealth of linear viscoelastic modulus 
data exists on polymeric materials [!.'{] as compared with inhomogeneous eljistic media; therefore, re­
alistic values for material properties are available for input to a test bed. .Vlso. the wave splitting 
inversion algorithm for viscoelastic moduli is relatively simple as a result of material homogeneity. .\n-
other point is that ultrasonic wave propagation in layered, continuously inhomogeneous elastic media 
results in continuous mode coupling between shear and longitudinal modes, that is. wave propagation 
I  
is relatively more cornpru-ated and corresponding \V"S inversion algorithms are more complicated [II]. 
The main point was to determine a simple test case and study it under controlled conditions that m<xlel 
essential physics of realistic experimental situations and determine feasibility of i-arrying out an actual 
experiment. 
Research questions 
A set of questions are presented that form the core of the numerical study. During investigation of 
these questions many other questions arose and some of these are illuminated in the text but are not 
enumerated here. Each question is prefaced to place it in context. 
I. Narrow-baud stimuli vs. broad-band moduli 
ft is well known that moduli transition from a low frequency or viscous region to a high frequency 
or elastic region over at least three decades in frequency for simple supercooled liquitls fl!)] and 
as much as ten or more decades of frequency for some polymers [i;i]. On the other hand, average 
ultrasonic measurement equipment may have at most two decades of useful frecjueni'y bandwidtli 
[40], therefore, a (•omplete modulus frequency spectrum cannot be measured under a single set of 
experimental conditions, flow can data from several band-liniited experiments be combined to 
yield a transmission kernel suitable for input into e.xisting one-dirnensional \VS inverse algorithms 
for viscoelastic longitudinal modulus reconstruction? How does modulus reconstruction with 
wave splitting compare with modulus reconstruction with propagator methods with respect to 
accuracy and ease of use when data from several band-limited experiments are conibined'.' 
[I. Multi-dimensional waves vs. ID inverse algorithms 
In practice, ultrasonic waves are generated that are inherently multi-dimensional. In contrast. 
W'S and propagator inverse algorithms are one dimensional. How is modulus reconstruction 
affected when data from rnulti-dimensional wave propagation serves as input for one-dimensional 
inverse algorithms? 
f i t .  Measurable data vs. ideal data 
Data necessary for reconstruction of a viscoelastic modulus with W'S is a time-dependent trans­
mission kernel. For frequency-domain propagator methods the necessary quantity for modulus 
recovery is called a "propagator." Propagators are not directly measurable. .Measurable data that 
are closely related to propagators quantities are incident, reflected and transmitted displacements 
at elastic/viscoelastic or acoustic/viscoelastic interfaces, but these displacements usually cannot 
•) 
be ilirei'tly measured either, [n most cases, measurable quantities are total mechanical displace­
ments at interfaces, such ."Ui an elastic/air interface, after the displacement has propagated away 
from the viscoelastic slab. 
With a numerical test bed one can study effects on modulus reconstruction caused by measure­
ment of displacement at positions that are not ideal. On the other hand, a test bed allows record­
ing displacement at ideal locations and comparing modulus reconstruction with data recorried 
at ideal and non-ideal loi-ations. [deal does not imply that recorded displacement is that <lue to 
a pure plane wave, but only that the location of measurement is more desirable. How is quality 
of reconstructed moduli affected by utilizing displacements data mea^sured at relatively non-
ideal positions? Can simple techniques be defined to improve reconstruction when di.-^placenient 
recorded at such non-ideal positions are employed? 
Experimeat design 
•Vn advantage of a numerical test bed that models essential physics such as finite aperture effects, 
band-limiting, viscoelasticity. etc.. is that a variety of e.xperimental configurations <-an be inves­
tigated in a relatively short amount of titiie. Insight gained by testing many different scenarios 
can suggest actual e.xperimental arrangements which may have a greater i-hance of e.xperimental 
success. What are "best case' e.vperimental arrangements for measuring a realistic longitudinal 
modulus with the inverse methods studied'.' 
These questions represent some of the more important issues pertaining to feasibility of the specific-
inverse methnris -;rit<lied Th'^se qiK'stions motivated development of a finite clement model for uitriisomc 
wave propagation in viscoelastic media. Questions pertinent to test bed development such as choice of 
relevant models for viscoelastic modvili and modeling acoustic media such as water, etc.. are presented 
in appropriate chapters. 
Outline 
The finite element method for axisynimetric ultrasonic wave propagation in viscoelastic media is 
developed in Chapter 2. An existing elastodynamic program is modified to incorporate time dependent 
bulk and shear moduli. Time domain convolution of nodal displacement with moduli is inherent in the 
formulation and requires storing time histories of each nodal displacement. Special attention is paid 
to developing a recursive method for storing nodal displacement histories. With this recursive method 
only one extra array representing one previous time step is required for storing nodal displacement 
() 
histories, (.'haprer 2 concludes with example iralciilations. 
Details of wave splitting and propagator inverse methods are developed in Chapters ^5 and 1. respec­
tively. while {.'hapters o and (5 are results chapters. In Chapter 5 a simulation of a viscoel.-istic polymer 
solid in a water bath is presented. This represents a bai>ic experimental arrangement for ultrasonic 
spectroscopy of solids. The water is an essential coupling medium between a solid under test and an 
ultrasonic transducer. Reconstruction of a longitudinal modulus with propagator and wave splitting 
methods is presented. The FEM test bed generates data for the inverse methods. Various physical ar­
rangements are studied to ascertain how certain parameters affecrt longitudinal modulus reconstruction, 
[n Chapter H propagation of ultrasonic waves in viscoelastic materials with multiple relaxation times 
is presentefl. .\n important point to be made in Chapter f5 is that relatively few ilecaying exponentials 
with different relaxation times are necessary to appro.ximate a material with a continuous spectrum of 
relaxations when source spectra are relatively narrow compared with moduli spectra, ("oni-lusions and 
further work are discussed in Chapter 7. 
Contributions 
Two main contributions are development of a numerical finite element model for pulsed ultr;isonic 
waves in linear viscoelastic media and a feasibility study of one-dimensional inverse methods for re­
construction of LHI viscoelastic moduli under simulated but realistic experitnerital conditions. The 
simulated conditions include, but are not limited to: realistic frecjuency spectra and functional forms 
of bulk anil shear moduli, finite aperture sources that exhibit non-planar effects, sources with rela-
rivfly narrow frequency bandwidths and measured data that do<;s not inuui'di.it.rly .•orre.->pijiid lu dcUa 
required for reconstruction. These conditions have been incorporated into a transient finite element 
numerical model. The finite element program is a "numerical experiment' which includes .some of the 
important wave physics that exists in actual ultrasonic experiments. Listed below are a set of more 
specific contributions. The dissertation: 
• demonstrates how realistic models for linear viscoelastic (dispersive) materials are incorporated 
into finite element modeling of transient wave phenomena: 
• shows difficulties encountered when wave splitting methods are employed for modulus reconstruc­
tion; 
• demonstrates relative robustness and ease of use of propagator methods. 
CHAPTER 2 VISCOELASTICITY: THEORY AND MODELING 
Introduction 
A basic introduction to linear viscoelastii-ity is i^iven assviniing infinitesimal, linear deformation. 
Several te.xtbook level sources exist that describe linear viscoelasticrity of which two. (.'hristen.sen [8] 
and Ferry are primary sounres. Following the introduction a detailed description of the finite 
element method for ultrasonic waves is given with its adaptation to linear viscoelasticity. The chapter 
concludes with several e.xample calculations to demonstrate the finite element model's capabilities and 
validity. 
Linear Viscoelasticity 
Linear visc-oelastic material properties are time dependent whereas LHI elastic and .Newtonian-
viscous material properties are constants with respect to time. For comparison, stress/strain relations 
for LHI elastic [-1]. viscous [9] (neglecting thermodynamic pressure) and viscoelastic media [8] are, 
respectively. 
= 6,J (K - + 26-5,^ (2.1) 
T,J = - r^ q,)Skk+'lr]sS,j (2.2) 
r„ = (2.;)) 
where i .  j .  k  =  I .  2. ' . i  and Ti j .  S ,j and Si j  represent stress, strain and rate of strain tensors, respectively. 
Strain dependence on (j:.y. :.t) has been suppressed. Strain is related to displacement by 
^ ["'.J + "j.'] (---l) 
assuming infinitesimal displacement. Bulk and shear viscosities are represented by r/i. and q,. respec­
tively. The viscoelastic strain/stress relation is [49] 
S , j  =  -  i./) .  r,., +  i./ *  T , j .  (2.5) 
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Bulk and shear relaxation moduli, creep compliances and their interrelationships for viscoelasticity are 
[ \ { t )  = bulk relaxation modulus. (Pa). (2.ti) 
G { t )  = shear relaxation modulus. (Pa). (2.7) 
B { t )  = bulk compressibility or (2.8) 
bulk creep compliance. (Pa)"'. (2.!)) 
• f { l )  = shear creep compliance, (Pa)"'. (2.10) 
[/Y«51(<) = (2.11) 
[ G * . / \ { t )  =  t  M i n i s ) .  (-2.12) 
[ f ' ! j ] i t )  = f  / ( / - . s )r / ( . s )r / . s .  Ci . i ; ; )  
Jo 
where Hit) is the Heaviside or unit step function. Lame parameters. A(/) and //(/). are related to bulk 
and shear relaxation moduli by nit) = Git) and Xtt) = !\{t) — jG'(/). 
•Vn important consequence of time dependent material properties is the capacity of viscoelastic 
media to store and dissipate mechanical energy. In contrast, elastic media store energy, but do not 
dissipate energy an^l viscous media dissipate energy, but do not store it. Polymers are an example of 
a broad class of materials that are modeled as linear antl nonlinear viscoelaisric media with respect to 
macroscopic mechanical properties [Kt]. 
\'i.scoelastic materials have "facling rtieniory". that is. the present state of stress is <Jependent on 
the current strain and all previous-time strain weighted by convolution with time dependent stress 
relaxation moduli. Fading memory is demonstrated by integrating convolutions in the stress/strain 
relation, eq. 2.;{. by parts which gives 
•> 
T, j  — 6 , j i [ \ , j  — —G,j)Skk  -r ' lG. jb t j  
+ ^ i j  ( *  ^ k k  +  - G  « 5tJ (2.14) 
where K.j — /\'(i - 0) and G,j  = G i l  = 0) and subscript ~g" stands for "glassy" or elastic modulus. 
•Vt short times it = O"*") viscoelastic materials respond to applied strain as if they were purely ehistic 
with moduli K,j and G.j and at later times total stress is dependent on present and past strain. Fading 
memory is achieved if rates of change of stress relaxation moduli are continuously decreasing functions 
of time [8]. that is. 
k  or G  < [< or G  
t = r .  
for t - ,  >  ty  >  0 .  (2.lo) 
As far as is known measured relaxation moduli have never violated this "fading memory hypothesis." 
1 )  
A single decaying exponential is a simple prototype for relaxation moduli. Assuming exponential 
decay, moduli satisfying fading memory have the fcjrm 
K { t )  =  
G { t )  =  
[\~ + (/v., — f \~)e  f f { t )  
+  H ( l )  
{ 




where subscript "e" implies equilibrium or long-time modulus and r/^- and rr, are not necessarily ecjual. 
.\ new stress relaxation modulus is defined. hereafter called the longitudinal modulus because it 
is associated with longitudinal wave propagation. .V longitudinal creep compliance. S'[ t ) .  is defined by 
[ M  ^ S \ { t ) = l H ( t ] .  (2.1!)) 
For a viscoelajitic solid GV > U and for a litiuid G~ = 0. The shear i:reep compliance' for a simpU^ 
e.xponential type solid and fluid are. respectively. 
•/{/) = 
. / { t )  =  
I 
( ( j  , j  G ^  
-l/'l H i t )  
L i 
G.J 
H [ l )  
(2.20) 
(2.2 U 
where rj = > rcj is i-alled retardation time and //r; is shear viscosity given by [8] 
'](; = J G{.-i)t(s -  ('r.jTr,.  (2.22) 
L nder a constant shear stress a viscoel;istic fluid eventually reaches a state of How that is represented 
by the term proportional to tim<?. I. in e((. 2.21. From m). 2.20 it can Ije shown that there exists a short 
and long time correspondence between limiting values of modulus and compliance, that is. 
lim J ( t ]  =  J . j  =  ^  
G,j 




Similar relationships exist between ( K [ t ) .  B { t ) )  and \ ( t ) ) .  respectively. 
Relaxation moduli in the frequency or Fourier domain can be derived by first taking the Laplace 
transform of eq. 2.."5 and assuming zero initial conditions for strain. Sijix.y. r. 0) = 0. The result is 
T,j — Siji- ' iK — -sG)bkk + 'I-sGSij (•2.25) 
^ The creep compliances are easily cJerivetl using Laplace transform methofis on eq. 2.12. 
1 0  
where the Laplace ilotiiain variable, .s. ib taken with the bulk and shear modulus and ~ ' " implies 
Laplace rransform. The moduli become 
.•>A.'(.s) = [\^ + [R'j — 
.sG' ( . s )  - -  G-  +  [( j , j  — G-]  
I + .stk-
•i~t7 
I -r .iTr; 
L'pon setting .s = iu; the Fourier domain relaxation or dynamic moduli become 
' •  ~K )' + '^ ~h-A'(^ ) = [ \ \ -h  (h ' . j  -  [\ \]  
Cr(-.) = G- + (G'^ — G-) -7V7)" + /U-Tr; 
(•2.2(5) 
(•2.27) 
(2 .28)  
(2.29) 
l + (-"'"(7 )" 
with /v(^) = .sA."(.s)j and similarly for G'(^) (" ' ' implies frequency domain). For increiising 
angular frequency storage moduli. and G''(—). approach elastic limits. K.j and (("./,;). respectively, 
whereas lo.ss mofliili. /\"(—) and G"(_ ). approach zero for both high and low frequencies. 
•Stress relaxation moduli with simple exponential decay are qualit.ative models of real viscoelastic 
materials. .Most real materials cannot be modeled accurately by moduli with a single ("liaracreristic 
relaxation time. In fact, most materials have a broad, continuous spectrum of relaxation tiiin's [i;{j. For 
example, polymers consist of molecular chains built of basic monomer units with or without sidecliain.s or 
branches [I;!]. Molecular chains have length scales that range from intermolecular scales to the order of a 
complete polymer chain. Rotation, vibration and translation exist on all length .scales. .Vs.sociated with 
these motions are relaxation proc-enses with time scales that can range over many orders of magnitude. 
Relaxation occurring at many different time scales is modeled by continuous distributions of relaxation 
times called relaxation spectrums. For example, the shear mocluhis can be written 
G'(0 — [CL +  {G.J  — H(t )  
G(^) = G. + (G'j — G.)^(u-) 
with 
w = [  
JQ 
-•) = I  
Jo  
ha(T)e- ' /^d-





I -i" t i jT  
where ij(l] is called the shear relaxation function and hc(~)  is the shear relaxation spectrum or spectral 
density. The spectrum is normalized such that 
= /' 
7 (J 
hcMctr .  (2.;!4) 
I I  
Note thai eq. is an integral eqviation of the first kind, therefore. tietermininiT h r ; { r )  is an ill-posecl 
problem and any rela.xation spertnini estimated from e.\periment is not imiqiie. .\. more common form 
of eq. 'I.'.Vl is 
! j ( t ) = l n { W ) j  r h a { r ) e ' " ' . { { \ o g T )  (2.;!r,) 
where •In" implies natural logarithm and iog" implies logarithm of base ten. Clearly, this integral 
must be truncated at short and long rela.xation times. 
There are two functions that are often used to fit measured stress rela.xation data. They are known 
as the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) or "stretched e.xponential" function (time dotnain) and 
the Havriliak-N'egami (HN) function (frequency domain) [21]. They are. respectively. 
O k w w i n  = 
?;,,„(-) = i-
H { t )  0  < . : )  < l  
1 
0 < . -• < I 
(2 . ; ! ( ) )  
(•2.;{7) 
[1 -f- (/^T/,,, )"] 
where, for example. </(/) = (H or .'/(-) = These functions flo not form a Fourier transform 
pair, but they do have similar behavior in rime and frequency [I. 2]. Obviously, wlien a. .1- = 1 both 
functions reduce to .single characteristic rela.xaiion rime model. When U < o. J.-• < 1 th<'se functions 
can be described by continuous spectrums of rela.xation times. The spectral densities for these rela.xation 
functions are. respectively. 
~ h k w n  { ~ }  =  ^ sin(T.jA-)r(.jA: + 1) (j . i k  
'  k  U  I L  
r h  /in ( X sin(7tr) 
,T ^ J ^ [J •' 
o = tjin ' sin(aT) 




(2 .10)  
(2..11) 
( 2 . 12 )  
For J = 0.-3 the spectral density reduces to 
~/'fcirU'('•)|j=0 .5 — 
1" ~ k w w  
(2 . i ; { )  
.-Vlvarez [1] has shown that for 0.10 < J < O.9.") there e.xist n .  and r h n / r k w t v  > I ^iii^'h that 
the resulting HN stress rela.xation function is a "best fit" to the KWW stress rela.xation function. In 
other words, for a given IvVV'W function defined by J there is a H.N' function defined by a and 7 with 
corresponding r/,,, > that best appro.ximates the KWW function. In particular, for i = O.-i the 
1 2  
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Figure 2.1 Spectral ilensity functions for corresponding KWW relaxation func­
tions. y = ()..i and i -- (not shown), and their appro.xini.'ite 
H.\ functions: (a. 7) = (0.8091. U.o 1(J.5). Thn/'kww = 'J.Dl? ! and 
(o.~ ) = (0.(57-11.0.1074). ~hn/~kwir -- o..'{8"27. respectively [1] 
best fit parameters are (a.-) = (0.M091. 0..')10')) with - '2.9171. The spectral densities are 
superimpo.'ied in Fig. 2.1 along with another pair. ( 0 . 7 )  = (0.()7-U.0.1071). ~Hri/~knw ' •").;i<'<27. iliat 
approximates the KWW rela.xatitjn fuiu'tion with •) ' O..'!o. Figure 2.2 shows relaxation funcrtions. 
^{t) and derived from spectral densities shown in Fig. 2.1. The relaxation function for a single 
exponential is plotted for comparison. 
Wave Propagatioa in Viscoelastic Media 
For comparison the wave equations for displacement in LHI elastic and viscoelastic media are. 
respectively. 
MW • u — GV X V X u = pii 
M « W • IX — G' • V X V X li = (jii 
(2.-14) 
or after integrating eq. 2.4o by parts gives 
. \ L j  +  M *  VV- u - \g. j + G« V X V X u = pix. i.4(5) 
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KWW, p= 0.5 I y 
HN. (a,7)=(0.8091,0.5105) / / 
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Figure ' 2 . 2  Stress relaxation functions ( i j { t ) .  k { l )  or <rorresponciing to 
spectral density functions in Fig. 'J.l. compared with a simple e.\-
ponential relaxation: time domain, (a): frequency domain, (b) 
l - t  
Total displacement, ii. can be subdivided into two (lisplaconients: 
U = U( u,. { • 2 A T )  
A longitudinal displacement, u/. propagates with wave speed c;^ = p and lias the property 
\r X U( = 0. Similarly, a shear displacement, u,. propagates with wave speed c,,j = sJC.jjp and has the 
property V • u, =0. 
Assimiing total displacement is independent or(r.(r/) and varies only in {:.t) (plane wave) eq. 'i.-lo 
decouples into two one-dimensional wave equations 
.1/ * (7? i l l  = p d f  u i  
G  «  < } j  i t ,  —  p d f  a , .  
{•2 AS] 
(•J.t;)) 
The polarization of longitiidinal displacement, h ; («_-)• is in the direction of propagation, r. and the 
polarization of shear displacement, u, ('ir). is transverse r.o the direction of propagation, r. .V.ssuniing 
zero initial conditions. Laplace domain honiogeneous .-iolutions to these equations have the form 
with 
C l [ S }  =  
I  . - i G i . s )  
CJ..')!) 
Ci.o-J) 
Letting gives a frcqucncy-d(?pcndont complirx waver .-,p<-t^tl. 
The real and imaginary parts of inverse comple.x wave speed ec|uate to inverse real wave speed and 
real attenuation, respectively. Specifically. 
I 
q(^ ' )  
I .0,(-) 
— 1 
.1/' -i- i.\I" 
P 
t.v/ i  
~  
!.17| 
. \ [ \  +  M' / l -V/ i - .V/ '  
2| .V/|  •2|.V/| 
cos 1 - I - / sm I -







where t,.in(0) = \["/.\f' and |.V/| = \/.l7''--r .1/"'- [40]. Replacing M{ti ) «'irh ( r { ^ )  anfl subscript 
with ".s" gives wave speed and attenuation for shear waves. It is important to note that no speciHc 
form of frequency (time) dependence (e.g.. single exponential) wa^i assimied in rleriving wave speed 
and attenuation; they are general for LHI media. The real and imaginary components of the complex 
modulus. .V/(-;). in terms of the wave speed and attenuation are given by the following: 




[I + J - ' }  
(-'.o») 
CJ.fi l )  
These relationships are important for propagator inverse methods because rhey are a link between 
measiirables. wave speed and attenuation, and modulus. 
Time dependent material properties naturally give rise to frequen<'y ilependent wave speed and 
attenuation, hence dispersion. .Vs a sound pulse propagates dispersion causes the pulse to undergo 
amplitude decay and temporal lengthening or spreading. By defining material properties directly in the 
time domain causality is easily and clearly enforced. 
Viscoelastic Finite Element Method 
The finite element method (FE.\I) is well established as a general numerical method for solving 
partial differential ecjuations with prescribed boundary and initial conditions ["Jl!. "Jlj. -\o exhaustive 
literature review of finite elements for transient wave propagation is given. Instead, specific referen<-e is 
made to work [;54. oti. (501 genesis of the computer program adapted and used for moiieling 
LFII viscoelastic media. The transient finite element method provides a useful "test bed" for studying 
various aspects of ultrasonic wave propagation such as non-pl.ane wave effects under contolled conditions. 
Functional minimization 
Previous elastic wave propagation studies employed energy functional minimization as an indirect 
method for solving the underlying displacement wave equation for isotropic [7. ;!:5. .'Jo. o7. 58. 59j and 
anisotropic [62] materials. If a functional exists whose Euler equations are the governing wave equation 
then minimizing the functional is equivalent to solving the wave equation directly. 
For linear viscoelasticity Oden and Reddy [37] have presented a general energy functional for spatially 
dependent material properties. Their general functional simplifies to the following for homogeneous and 
Iti 
isotropic materials [7 
where 
= potential energy + kinetic energy 
—work done by external forces 
=  P { n . t ) - T  K { \ i . t )  —  
[ / • ! l ] a  = f I -  r ) t j ( - x . . r ) d r d V  
J n  J o  
[/•fLn = I f f i x .  t - - r ) ^ i x . - r ) d T ( l S .  
J  - i n  J o  
•)0. 
( • i m )  
( 2 . 6 : ] )  
(-2. ().')) 
and T ' { r . : . t )  represents externally applied traction forces (Neumann boundary <'onditions) on the 
surface of the solution domain. OQ. It has been shown that minimization of this func-tional (J£"(ii. /) =0) 
with respect to displacement, u. re<-overs the viscoelastic wave eijuation. cq. "2. uJT], 
The finite element matrix equ.ation for axisyinmetric waves in viscoelastic media is developed by 
first writing stress, strain and displacement relations in matrix form [(5'J]: 
c L  b r r  
S - .  
• I S r - .  
5,,., 
0 




( •>. ( )«)  
T r r  K  -f iG K  - U ;  0 K  - 4r; 
T , ,  K  
- 5 ^  [< -r u [ <  - 3 < '  
T r :  0 0 G  0 •2.S'r. 
K  




T  =  C  *  S .  
(•2.(58) 
(•2.(59) 
These relations are true for any element in Q: therefore, consider a single element with solution re­
gion Q'' and boundary 00.'^. Radial and axial displacements at any point within the fi'th element are 
appro.ximated by a four-node quadrilateral finite element. 
(•2.70) 
1 = 1 
1 7  
= 51 .v,(f/.^)r:.(o = x.C (•2.71) 
\vith 
1=1 
X = [.V1.-V2.-V3..V4] 
L-r ~ rl • ^  h-^ r3- ^  m] (2.7:5) 
(2.71) 
[n matrix form these relations are written 
«r 0 
l i t  0 Al, . r! 
or 
ir = .V r 
(2.7.-,) 
(2.7(5) 
where (T^,. TTi) "^he time dependent displacenient.s at tiie f|iiadrilatpral vertices, (rf. r,'). and .\\(q.^) 
are bilinear shape functions: 
- ' 7 ) ( l - ^ ) -
-V-.'('?.^) = j(l-'/)(l+^)-
= j { l  +  f / ) ( l + ' ^ ) -
=  j ( i f / K  1  -  ^) -
(2.7,s) 
(2.7!)) 
(2 .S() )  
with local or "natiirar coordinates —1 < < 1. The coordinates. of a point inside of an 
element in terms of local coordinates and the global verte.x coordinates, {r^. ;,'). are. respectively. 
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or in matrix form 
r "  0 • 
-=r 
0 X .  
=> x" = iV 




With thesf substitutions and ^ y. eq. reduces to 
E ^ u . t )  =  -  . c  *  B "  r ' ' ]  -r — kv r')'"..V r' 
2 1 J a' 2 t 
+ [(r")''-A;cl„„. 
and the variation of E ' { u . . t )  gives 
(2.8-5) 
d E ' i u . t )  = 0 
I r. 
= :j [ { B . "  < ^ 0 )  C  ' T  ^  ^  r - ) '  . c  '  B f  dr"j^_ 
=  p ' - \ i < ^ 0 ) ^  - ^ [ 1  
- [(<i"o'"^''-ri., n' • 
Assuming (<>£1")^ is arbitrary the matrix equation for a single finite element follows 
with initial conditions 
Integrating by parts gives 
M :  L '  + K "  ' C  =  ^  
a  =  c ( ' = o )  
G  =  C ( ' = o ) .  






that represents a set of nearest-neighbor coupled ma^s points connected by springs with damping. The 
mass, stiffness and surface traction matrices are. respectively. 
XT' = 2-p' I yJ'^ r^n.^ )JdridS, 
J f i '  
[ C  =  2 -  I  { B ' f C  T  r ' ( i , . ^ ) J , l t , d S ,  
Jp.' 
R "  =  I x^r^ds 
J a n '  
(2 . ! )  I )  
(2.92) 
(2.!W) 
and integration over o is represented by 2". Integration of the individual matri.x elements is usually-
accomplished using a two dimensional Gauss quadrature [22]. The Jacobian. ./. maps integration over 
i n f i n i t e s i m a l  a r e a .  d r d : .  t o  i n f i n i t e s i m a l  a r e a  d r j d ^ :  
d r , r '  d ^ r '  
J  = 
d r , : '  d s : '  
=  d , , r ' d ^ : -  —  0 , , : ' d ^ r ' .  (2.94) 
1!) 
Elemental mass. stifFness and surface traction are assembled to form global matrices. The resultant 
global matri.K ecpiation has the same form as the elemental equation, eq. 2.'.JO. e.xi-ept superscript "e" is 
dropped. 
Time dependent stiffness matrix 
If the term *r_" in eq. 2.90 is neglected, the elemental (global) matri.x: equation for elastic waves is 
recovered. .Assuming bulk and shear rela.xation moduli have different time dependence. C is separated 
into two matrices such that k{t) and g{t) are factored out: 
I I 0 I 
I I 0 I 
0 0 0 0 
I I 0 I 







with A/v = K j  — A.'_ and AG' = G , j  —  C L .  The time dependent portion of the stiffness becomes 
+ j ^ ^ { B : V c G B r r ^ , , . i ) . i d n d ^  u ( i )  
therefore. 




K  * C  =  [ E S k  + [/ ' f - ( t )  (2.100) 
if k ( t )  —  i j ( t )  =  f { t ) .  that is. time dependence of shear and bulk rela.\;ation is the same. 
The term [ / * c  [ l ]  implies f [ t )  is convolved with each member of the column niatri.x C"(0-
that is. the total radial and a.xial displacement components at each node point. Convolution requires 
knowledge of the complete time history of the nodal displacements, •(-':,)• and relaxation moduli 
time functions. k(t) and Such a requirement implies storing two complete displacement time 
histories for every node in the finite element domain Q. Clearly this procedure will quickly consume 
available computer memory limiting the size of the physical domain that can be modeled as well as the 
length of computation time of the solution. 
•JO 
Fortunn.tf'ly. with moduli approximated by a spectrimi of decaying exponentials, it haa been shown 
t h a t  o n l y  d a t a  f r o m  t h e  p r e v i o u s  o n e  o r  t w o  t i m e  s t e p s  n e e d  b e  r e t a i n e d  [ " 2 7 .  - U j .  1 7 ] .  . V s s u m e  k - { t )  =  
!j{t) = f(t) and 
m  =  J  h { r y : - " ^ d ( l o g T )  
i - h  
= =  J  h { T ) i : ~ ' ' ' d { \ o g r )  




where = 10 " and = 10 and 
)(/(logr). (2.104) 
The convolution term is integrated numerically assuming individual nodal displae-ements. represented 
by u(t). are piecewi.se continuous in time: 
'  t  -  k A t ]  
u { t )  a: Uk ~ 
- Ufc] 
A, I' 
for L - A t  < t < ( k  +  l)A/. 
(2.105) 
then 
Ar = 0.1.2 ri-l 
^ m t t x  —  ' '-A/ 
n - 1  . . , k + l . A t  , - t  l
/ /(••'•)«(' - ••<)'^ ^ == / /(-•) "n-fc 
I ' i - t A / l .  ,  
+ j I" [«n-fc-l — c L - i .  (2.10(j) 
After substituting eq. 2.102 and integrating with respect to .•>. eq. 2.L0(i reduces to 
" -1 ,.h 
f  *  u  [ t )  as XI / [«(~)«n-fc + ''••^'^'(/(logr) 
fc=o 
a(r) = -/i(r) 1^1 + ^ 




Now approximating integrals over logr by trapezoidal rule and interchanging the sunmiations gives 
m n — I 





. = ( )  
. ' b  ^ 
/ 6(r)f 7") % y~^ 
•^-•' ,-,1 
a f .  6 [  =  
,-fr„p 
= A(logr) ^ .J (*^'iO "J" , 
[f the relaxation spectrum. /i(~). is assumed to be a finite sum of e.xponentials. that 
m  
h [ r )  -
1=0 
m  
I = ^ (r. 
then 
y. - x _  m  
• =.) 
,-x. m 
J  6 ( r ) e - ' ' ' - ^ " ' ^ / ( l o g r )  =  ^  
(/,. 6. = a(-). 6(r,) 
and 
rn f n — 1 
[/* "I ^ ^  "I XI -r-
-Vt tinic-stcp n  d<:finc 
I =tj Kk^i) 
ri-l 
I — ^ ^  [" I n — "T 6i f/ rj « _ 11 6 * ^ 
/c=0 
where / = 0 . I. 2 r n .  [t follou-s that 
/(), — 0 
f u  =  [ a , u i  +  b , u „ j  +  f c , e  
f ' Z i  — [f'i "'J + + /[ -At/r. 
^ni — [fi"n + &i"n-l] 4- /n-li^ -A£/7, 
or 
f n t  — [''i "rj + 6;Un_i| + Ai-liC 
T 1  
if/ 2 (r) is a continuous distribution. Letting n ( t )  —r and I n  Lk 
If h f ^ { - r )  :£ h f j { r )  then l c { t )  ^  i j { l ) .  therefore, define [^' and 
i  =  0 . 1 . 2  m i i  Ci.l-Jtt) 
I?; = C-'r-^ T) 
i =  0 . 1 . 2  mc; (2.128) 
where nif^ is not necessarily equal to n i r , -  This is the clesired recursion result that only requires storing 
and updating the one-dimensional (global) matri.x Ln^i- Each element of the "recursion matri.x' is a 
single number corresponding to the accunmlated time history of every nodal displacement, itr and tt-. 
convolved with the time dependent moduli that e.xist at that spatial node point. This recursion result 
allows the total convolved time history of displacement at each node point to be written in the following 
manner: 
' rn K- •) (mK "j 
.  :=0 
(2.129) 
.1=0 J  kx=t) 
(2.i;i0) 
Global FEM matrix equation: discrete time 
The global system matri.v. eq. 2.90 (denoted by dropping superscript ""e"). is discretized in time 
using a central difference scheme for T. 
£1=^ -2C.+Ln-,]-
Subscript implies evaluating the quantity at < = nAf. for e.Kample. ^ 
The global mass matri.x. is diagonalized using an empirical procedure known as "mass lumping" 
[t52]: 
1 aA/;. if i  =  i  
(2.L;i;i) 
2:5 
[averting the (liagonaiized nia^s matrix requires simply inverting each diagonal element. (I'ombining the 
central difference approximation and the diagonalized mass matrix with eq. 2.90 gives 
-A/- [m.'T' {KkI^' 
Neglecting the second line of this equation recovers the original elastic equation. 
For time marching solutions to remain bounded a stability condition must be satisfied. For bilinear 
quadrilateral finite elements employed in this study. Flanagan and Belytschko [14] have derived the 
following sufficient stability condition: 
• )  
At < —^ (2.i;{()) 
4 ^ -• 
2 = 7 (2.i;5S) 
, = i j = i  
( ^ • - • - ' • 4 )  ( r - i - r i )  ( r 4 - r - j )  ( r ,  - r a )  
(-•t—--jJ ( - 1 — - 3 )  
where (r;. r,) are the coordinates of the finite element vertices and .1 is the area of the element. For a 
square and rectangular quadrilateral with side length cl or di and (!••. respectively, this stability condition 
reduces to 
d  At < — (2.1;!!)) 
- V ^ C l . j  
A t  <  I (2.140) 
.Numerical studies [dO. til] have shown that for square quadrilaterals with f/i = d - >  =  d  the condition 
d  
\ l <  —  ( 2 . 1 4 1 )  
Cl,j 
results in stable finite element solutions. This condition implies that the time step must be smaller 
than the time for the longitudinal wave to traverse the distance </ or the shorter of the two distances 
di and d-^. 
Wave Propagation Examples 
A set of examples are presented that will illustrate concepts presented in this chapter. The.se 
examples will establish confidence in the finite element method for computing transient waves in linear 
• n  
viscoelastic media. 
.\s a first e.xample cotisicler a viscoela^itic half-space witii simple e.xponential moduli as elescribed in 
eqs. '2. It). 2.17 and 2.18. .Vssume that r/^- — rr, = r and the .isyniptotic wave speeds and modidi have 
the following values 
= (;U00.0) m/.i- (shear) (2.1-12) 
{(•irj.ci^) = (ti:iOO.:51.30) m/.s (longitudinal) (2.L t;{) 
{ M . j . M . )  =  { p c t j . p c f j  
= (107.2.2(5.;!!) GPa (2.1-1-1) 
{ C r , j . C r \ }  =  { p c j , j . p r j ^ )  
= (25.!).()) GPa (2.11')) 
{ K . j . K . )  =  
= (8l.;{.2().8) (;Pa (2.11(5) 
f> = 270U (2.117) 
In the elastic limit (r —• ?c) the shear and longitudinal wave speeds are typical of aluminum [2!)]. 
.-V plane wave source is defined on the half-space surface with the following time dependent surface 
traction; 
r(.- =  U.O =  Z , , j U : ( z  =  0 . t )  (2.1-US) 
f — 7 [l — cos cos(wi|/) 0 < uJi)t < (5" 
«.(; = ()./) = ^ ^ -1 i - - (2.1!'..') 
I 0 otherwi.se 
where is Z i ,j = p c i ,j- This functional form is chosen because it represents a realistic narrow band­
width source typical of a piezoelectric transducer. The relation between surface traction. 7~:(0./). and 
displacement. U;(0.0- e.xact in the elastic limit but the e.\act vi.scoelastic relation is 
T-(-- = 0.0 = [M *d,u,] (r = 0.0- (2.l.-)0) 
For purposes of demonstration the difference in surface traction definition is unimportant. The problem 
geometry and .source time dependence for /,) = I.MHz are plotted in Fig. 2..'{. 
Figure 2.-1 shows the frequency dependent magnitude of the source compared with the normalized 
longitudinal modulus, 'n(^). and normalized plane wave attenuation and wave speed, and c;(^ ). 
for three different fundamental source frequencies, f r t  = O.l. 1. lO.MHz. In this case r  = so that 
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Figure 2.;{ CJeometry of plane wave test problem, (a): time dependence of 
.source surface traction and displacement, (b) (/,) = l.VIHz) 
.symmetry are plotted in Figs. •J..T(a). (h) and (<;). respectively. The source radius is relatively large 
{ka ^ LOO) so that only the plane portion of the transmitted wave is present at the positions where 
the displacement is recorded. The square symbols indicate the relative l-D attenuation, e"'"-. Tlie 
attenuation is computed at the source center frequency and the propagation distance is noted in the 
figure. The exact and FE results are almost indistinguishable. The theoretical attenuation and wave 
speed are 
a,(0.l .VlHz) = 0.27.\p/cm or dB/cm (2.1.^)1) 
a,(I .VIHz) = •'{.[•J .\p/<"m or 27 dB/cm 
a,(U) MPIz) = ;!.7H N'p/m or ;{"2dB/cm (2.l.-):{) 
q(0.1 .VIHz) = ;{29;{ m/s (2.1.>1) 
c,(l -MHz) = oo8l m/s (2.1.>5) 
q(lQ -MHz) = 6290 m/s. (2.15(5) 
The temporal wave spreading due to frequency dependent wave speed is relatively weak in comparison 
to attenuation. 
If the fundamental frequency of the source is held fixed and relaxation time is varied from short 
to long relative to the period of the fundamental frequency. To = then computed displacement 
approaches the elastic limit, see Fig. 2.6. In this case the source aperture is finite with radius a = omm 
{ka ss .5)and the source traction is uniform across the entire aperture radius. 
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Figure 2.-1 Source spectrum mcignitucle compared with normalized longitudinal 
modulus. th{^) = rn' + irn". (a), and normalized attenuation. 
and wave speed. c/(a,). (b). versus rrec(uency. logiy{/ Hz) 
Finite element a.xial displacements e.xcited by a finite aperture source, a  -- -Imm { k n  % ")). are 
shown in Fig. 2.5(d). In this case the medium has a continuous flistribution of rela.xatioii times. 
The FE displacements are compared with a Laplace-Hankel transform domain solution that luis been 
inverted numerically to recover axial displacement at a chosen point as a function of time [4."5j. The finite 
element and Laplace-Hankel results are es.sentially identical. .Similar correspondence exists for off-axis 
radial and axial displacement [ t;!]. In Fig. 2..5(d) axial ilisplacement. i/.. at (;•. -) = (0. 10)m;H is shown 
for a material with an H.N spectral distribution (denoted H.\(a) in figure) that is a "best-fit " for a KWW 
spectral distribution with .i = 0.5 fl]. For J = 0.5 the KWW spe<-tral density is known in closecl form: 
therefore, it can by used directly in an FE calculation. .Vlso shown is a.xial displacement for an H.\ 
spectral distribution (denoted H."N(b) in figure) that is a best-fit for a KWW spectral distribution with 
.) = 0.."!5. .See Fig. 2.1 for plots of actual spectral distributions. The KWW characteristitr rela.xation 
time is and the corresponding H.\ characteristic relaxation times are r/,„ = 2.!) 
for J  = 0.5 and rh„ = n. ' A S ' I J T k w u , ,  for J  = 0.;55. 
Summary 
.V brief introduction to linear viscoelasticity has been given. Specifically, models for rela.xation 
spectra. KWW and H.\' spectra models, appropriate for real viscoelastic media have been described. 
With rela.xation spectra in mind a finite element model for ultrasonic wave propagation in viscoelastic 
displacement, m, normalized 
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Figure "i.fi Finite element axial displacement at [ r .  z )  = (0. I0);nfn for incrreas-
ins; relaxation time 
media is developed tliat incorporates the distributional nature of relaxation prot'esses. The chapter 
concludes with several FE examples of mechanical waves in simple, single-exponential media as well 
as media with a relaxation distribution. FE results are compared with an inverse Laplace-Hankel 
transform calculation and shown to be pqai%'alent. These simple examples and compari.sons establish 
initial confidence in the finite element method's ability to model accurately transient ultrasonic wave 
propagation in linear viscoelastic media. 
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CHAPTER 3 WAVE SPLITTING INVERSE METHODS 
Introduction 
A description of wave splitting/invariant embedding forward and inverse methods for viscoelastic 
media is presented. Reformulation of the one-dimensional wave equation for LHI viscoelastic media 
via wave splitting is developed. Wave splitting is a general method of wave field decomposition and is 
not limited to homogeneous media [10]. .V general derivation of the differential invariant enibetlding 
equations follows wave splitting. Embedding equations interrelate one-dimensional scattering operators. 
Their form is general and applicable to other models of material properties such ;is non-'lispersive. 
inhoniogeneous media, but a splitting matri.x specific to the material property model considered is 
recjuired. 
Following development of wave splitting and embedding equations, concrete repesentations for the 
reflection antl transmission operators in terms of kernels are defined. Wave splitting results and embed­
ding equations combine with scattering kernels to produce a set of integro-differential equations in time 
and space for the scattering kernels. The .space-time PDE's for the reflection ami transmi.ssion kernels 
would usually form the basis of the forward and inverse algorithms, but because the viscoe|;isti(r mediimi 
is homogeneous e.\act Laplace domain reflection and transmission kernels can be derived via a simple 
bounce diagram. .\n elegant forward algorithm is developed from the Laplace domain kernels. The 
forward method was first described by Fuks [15] for the analogous dispersive electromagnetic case and 
is adapted here to the viscoelastic case. The inversion method for recovery of the viscoelastic modulus 
is an ingenious method first described by [\arlsson ['ifi] that relies soley on the transmission forward 
model and knowledge of the transmission kernel derived from e.xperiment. 
Wave Splitting 
Wave splitting is the decomposition of a total wave field into two components that propagate in 
opposite directions along some defined or preferred direction. In one-dimensional wave splitting for 
:50 
longitudinal (shear) mechanical waves, the total wave fields are displacement. it{ z . t )  ( i n ) ,  and stress. 
T(:.t) or Pa). The split fields are {ti'^.u') where superscript "-r" implies propagation in the 
positive r-direction and implies propagation in the negative r-direction. The split fields are often 
referred to as "forward and backward." ""up and down" or "left and right" propagating waves. 
Before wave splitting is introduced the wave equation for (i/. T )  is formulated as a first order system, 
[ n  p r e p a r a t i o n  f o r  t h i s  f o r m u l a t i o n ,  d e f i n e  t h e  n o r m a l i z e d  l o n g i t u d i n a l  s t r e s s  r e l a x a t i o n  m o d u l u s .  m ( t ) .  
and the normalized creep irompliance. n{t). by 
M ( t )  
m { t )  -




with the relation 
[n » m \  ( t )  =  I .  ( ; { . : ! )  
The stress/displacement relation is 
T { : . l )  = m * d : i t ( : . l )  (-5.4) 
or after applying n  *  d t  to both sides 
d - u { : . t )  —  n ' T [ z . t )  
= [I-1-/?»]'r(c./)• (•!•'') 
.Note that stress is normalized by M,,. Finally, the wave equation in terms of stress and displacpment is 
(••5.7) 
or rewritten as a first order system the wave equation becomes 
d , T ( z . t )  =  
C  
u  f 0 I 0 r i *  1 u d .  
. ^  . ( ^ y  0. 
+ 
Q  0 1 =  { A + m  u  T  ( :5-8) 
Observe that if matri.v ^ is neglected the one-dimensional elastic wave equation for LHI media is 
recovered. For reference, the wave equation written strictly in terms of displacement is 
r n  *  d ' : u { : . t )  =  — u ( ; .  < )  
c -
or after operating with r i  » d t  on both sides and integrating by parts it becomes 
d i u l z . t )  =  - i — - n  *  ( / ( ; . < ) .  
c- c-
( : { . 9 )  
(;mo) 
In order to .split, the total fields, { i i .  T ) .  into left and right propagating fields, (u"^. i i  ). a change of 
ba:5is is assumed, that is. 
I I  
T  
=  P  





Substituting eq. 11 for (u .  T )  in eq. .'i.S and rearranging gives 
= { R A E T ^  +  P . B P - ^ }  
From the chain rule for derivatives there should be a term proportional to but = 0 
because the viscoela-stic medium is assumed homogeneous. 
Define matrices D _  = P . A E . ~ ^  'ind E = P . B _ P ^ ^ .  \  transformation is sought that will diagonalize 
^ or. in other words, will decouple left and right propagating waves in an LHI ehistic nietlium. [n this 
conte.Kt P is a similarity transformation from ^ to ^ where is a matri.x who.se columns are 





I  - ( ^ )  








( f :  
E  =  P S P - '  =  : ^  
-I 
— h * df h * dt 
—h * dt h * dt 
( : { . !« )  
7l ^ ( l ) = c f  f { s ) d s .  J o  
assuming initial conditions for all field variables are zero [10]. Collecting these results together, an 
equivalent formulation for the l-D wave equation, eq. is 
d .  





u ~  7 a  
:V2 
where 
() = —a = — 
' 2 c  
J  = —- = 
2 c  
(;5.20) 
With this reformulation of wave propagation in LHI viscoelastic media, wave splitting is iromplete. 
Invariant Embedding 
The split field equations, eq. 19. represent local "at-a-point" dynamical relations for left ancl right 
propagating fields in an LHI viscoelastic medium. In contrast, a set of four linear scattering operators 
can be defined that relate incident and scattered fields for a viscoelastic slab of macroscopic thickness: 
I
 
= ^ { a . h )  
( : i . 2 2 )  
(;!.2:5) 
T ~ { n . h )  I Z  ( a . h )  
V v " ^ ( a . 6 )  T ~ ( a . b )  
u ~ ( a ]  
i r { h )  
where ' a  and ' h '  indicate the boundaries of the slab and dependence on time. 7". has been suppressed 
(see Fig. 15.1). It is assumed that for : < a and : > h the material is LHI elastic media. Sirattering 
operators are defined for a thin slab of thickness Ar and for a composite slab of thickness Ar -i- L. 
respectively, where L = [h — a) is the original slab thickness: 
Sj,ti — A-. a) 
S ( a - \ : . h )  =  
I Z -
r-
T +  I Z -
• I Z ^  T -
{a — A-. a; 
(a - Ar.6). (:5.2o) 
where [•] (a — A-, a) implies the operators are evaluated at ( a  —  Ac. a), etc. Sirattering operators are 
assumed to be time translation invariant and independent of incident fields, but the precise relationships 
which connect these operators to material properties and to each other are to be determined. 
Invariant embedding shows how to derive operator interrelationships. The idea is to u m b e d  the 
original slab in a slab which is slightly longer by Ar and derive the scattering operators for the new. 
slightly longer, slab in terms of the operators for the original slab. eq. ii.22. and the dynamical relations, 
eq. When Ar goes to zero the result is a set of differential equations for the scattering operators 
and ultimately for the operator kernels. 
u+(a) 
I Z -
/i + (6) 
r- u - ( h )  
Figure ;M Flow graph representation of sfattering process 
The goal is to find mathematical relations that link scattering operators for the original, thin and 
composite slabs. To begin a thin slab is added to the original slab at 'a' so that the composite slab 
e.vtends from a — Ac < - < 6. For the moment consider only the thin slab. .Vssurne the fields at 
r = a — Ac are related to fields at "Vi" by a first order Taylor's series e.xpansion about := a. 
u " ^ ( a — A - )  %  i L ~ { a )  —  d - u ' * ' { a ) A . :  
u ~ ( a — A : )  s :  u ~  { i i )  —  d - i i ~  { a ) A : .  
where ( J ;U'^{a] = . With the dynamical relations, eq. ;!.19. the terms c > . u ~ ( a )  in the 
Taylor's series e.Kpansion can be replaced so that 
u'^(a — Ar) = n''"(u) — Ar (a>i'''(a) + 
u~(a —Ac) = u~(a) — Ac (7u''"(a) + Ju~(a)) . (:{.-H)) 
It is assumed that each operator, (a. .i. 7 .  d). is evaluated at a .  Solving for u  ( a  — Ac) and u"'"(a) and 
neglecting terms of order (Ac)- and higher, the scattering niatri.x. for a thin slab becomes 
u + ( a )  
u~(a — Ac) 
1 + Aca Ac.i 
-Ac7 I - Acd 
u+(a-Ac 
u - ( a )  
""••(a — Ac) 
=  S ( a  —  Ac, a  (;5.;u) 
;{4 
.V scattering matrix for the composite slab is created from eq. and eq. by eliminating H-(a). 
neglecting terms (A;)" and higher and preserving operator ordering. The scattering operator matrix 
for the composite slab is 
^(a — \:.h) = ^ (a — Ar. a) -«• 5(a. 6). 
The symbol, "-r". denotes a special algebraic composition or product of the subslab scattering operators 
known as a "star product" or "Redheffer star product" in the wave splitting literature This sort of 
composition also appears in basic te.xtbooks on microwave circuits [18] often set in terms of intermediate 
matrices known as chain or T-matnces that relate fields at "b" to fields at "a" and vicf: versa. The 
components of S_[a — Ar. 6) are 
T ^ ( a - \ z . h )  = T " ' (;5.;W) 
7 ^ + ( a  - \ z . h )  =  ( I  -  n - n + y ' ' ( . " { . . " M )  
R . - ( a - \ : . b ]  =  T C "  +  ( I  - / e + T J " ) " ' T "  
T - { a - A : . h )  =  T '  { I  -  T '  ( ; { . ; { « )  
Terms T~ and 'R.~ denote scattering operators of the original slab. T ~ { a . h )  and R . ~ { ( i . h ) .  eq. : ] . ' 2 2 .  
r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  a n d  a n d  V v ^  d e n o t e  s c a t t e r i n g  o p e r a t o r s  o f  t h e  t h i n  s l a b .  T ~ { a  —  A r . f i )  a n d  R . ~ ( a  —  
Ar.a). eq. respectively. 
Substitute for TJ and IZ^ with corresponding terms in eq. ;5.;iO and expand terms of the form ( •)"' 
as a series retaining factors to first order in A-. The composite scattering operators become 
r ^ ( a - A : . h )  % T " -  - r A : ( r ^ n +  r - ^ S I Z ^ )  
7e + (a-A;.6) a: - A: {-'+ dlZ"^ - fR.-*-) 
• R . - ( a - A : . b )  % 7i-+ ArT"*" JT" (:5.:W) 
r - ( r t - A - - . 6 )  = 5  T -  - A : { 6 T -  -  I Z + J T - )  .  ( ; { . 1 0 )  
Upon passing to the limit Ar —>• 0. the first of these equations, eq. becomes 
T ^ { a . b ) - T + { a - A : . b )  d T +  
Imi 
^-•—0 Ar d a  
where d / O a  implies variation with respect to the left-hand boundary, a .  or 
d r +  _  d r + ( : . b )  
d a  d z  
In summary, the embedding equations for the scattering operators with respect to variation of the 
left-hand boundary, "a"", are 
d T *  
= -T+a-r"^J7^+ 
u a  
a n  
( f l Z  
O a  
d T -
d a  
= -T^.rr- (:!.ir,) 
=  6 T ~  - iV' . i T -  ( : 5 . 4 6 )  
with (a. 3 .  7 .  <)) evaluated at a  and [ T ' ^  .  ' I Z ~ .  T ~ ) are evaluated at (a. b ) .  A similar set of embedding 
equations exist for variation of the right-hand boundary, h [10]. Equations ;{.4:5-;!.4(j are a general set 
of operator/material property relationships for one dimensional scattering independent of incident and 
scattered fields. A concrete representation for the scattering operators is neccessary to derive integro-
differential equations for the operator kernels from eqs. ;5.4;i-;{.4B. 
Scattering kernels and kernel equations 
Initially assume that the viscoelastic slab is impedance matched to the elastic media at z  —  a  and ; = 
h. respectively. .\.n impedance match exists when the longitudinal (shear) acoustic impedance of each 
ela^itic medium. Zu ' P~''u- is equal to the high frequency acoustic impedance of the viscoelastic slab. 
Zt,j~ = — ^/fh~7\Lj. .Vn impedance matched condition implies reflections from the viscoelastic 
slab approach zero as frequency approaches infinity. Concrete representations for impedance mat(rhed 
scattering operators for a wave incident upon the slab froni the left at r = a are 
i r { : . l )  = • R . " ^ ( z . L . l ] i r [ z . t )  (It.47) 
=  I  R + ( : .  L . t  -
Jn 
u'"\L.l -r r{z)i2) — T'^ iz. i;{.4i^ ) 
=  £ / ( , - ) « + ( - - .  0  +  I  T + ( : . L . t - s ) t r { : . . i )d.s. 
J O  
(;!.r,o) 
where 
r {  =  )  =  - i i L  (;5.oi) 
d ( z )  =  e - "  (;5.52) 
_  d n  
h »  
~  d t  t=0 
Explicit forms of scattering operators have been derived by Kristensson [.'{Ij from arguments based 
on time translation invariance and causality. An LHI viscoelastic slab impedance matched at both 
boundaries has symmetry with respect to waves incident at the left or right boundary: therefore. 
I Z -  =  • J Z +  =  I Z  a n d  T -  =  T .  
VVitli scattpring operators represented in terms of kernels, embedding eqiiatioiis for the kernels 
can be derived from eqs. Embedding equations for refiertion and transmission kernels are. 
respectively: 
-  • W c ) R  =  - d ,  [ ( I  -  R * ) [  I  -  / ? * ) « ]  0 < r < z: {;{.o4) 
/?(--. z:.u) 
R { L .  L . l )  
=  — h  +  h r i [ 2 R  —  R  *  R ]  +  t ' l  * [ 2 R  —  R  '  R ]  
1 . 
=  - n o  
= I) 
' I c u - ^ O ^ T  =  d t  [ < / n  —  d h  *  R - k -  h  *  T  —  h  *  R  *  T \  ^ )  <  z  <  L  (;5.5.")) 
=  d h  +  n „  [ T  -  t / f l  -  r  «  R ]  +  f i  .  [ T  -  d R  -  f  .  / ? ]  
r( r . / : . 0 )  
T ( L . L . t ]  
"0 - 7{ni))' 
4 
= 0.  
The fourth term in eq. ;!..74 is a jump discontinuity in R { : .  L . l ]  across the i-haracteristic line. I = r(c). 
When r = 0 then r(0) is the round trip time through the viscoelastic slab for the vvavefront. Until 
one round trip the reflection kernel is equivalent to a reflection kernel of a viscoelastic half-space. The 
detailed derivations of these kernel equations is given in Karlsson ["it)] and will not be repeated here. 
Karlsson ["iti] gives Laplace transform solutions to eqs. ;5..54 and This is possible because the 
viscoelastic medium is assumed homogeneous. .-Vlternatively. Laplace domain scattering kernels are 
easily derived from a bounce diagram approach (see .Vppendi.x .\). The Laplace transform kernels are 
R [ : . L . s )  -  r(.s) 
f ( z . L . . - i ]  =  d ( z ) e - ' " " l -
l  —  r -  [ . • i ) d ' - ( z ) e ~ ' ' '  - '  p . ~ ' "  
1 - r-(.s) 
I  —  r - { s ) d - { z ) e ~ ' ' ' ' ' e  - h i  s  J  
- d { z )  
= (/(r)e - h { s ) / 2  
bis) = sr(r) ij -
r { . - i )  =  \ / ! i f i ( s )  -  1  
V^n(s) + I 
1 -







The term r(.s) is the displacement refiection roefficietit for an impedance matched viscoelastic half-space. 
The Laplace transform of the normalized creep compliance. .•>«(.>>). conies from the Laplace transform 
of the modulus/compliance relation: 
n  *  r n  =  t  (;5.f52) 
= >  n n i  =  
I 
•in = —r-. (:5.(j4) 
.•itn 
.-Vn analogous set of Laplace domain kernels for an impedance matched slab of dispersive, electromag­
netic media are presented by Fuks [lo]. He showed how to invert the Laplace transform kernel equations 
via three intermediate variables. Their time domain kernel equations represent a forwarci model and 
form the basis of an inverse algorithm. The inverse algorithm is an ingenious method originally rlerived 
by Karlsson ["2f5] that only requires detailed knowledge of the transmission kernel. In e.xperimental 
work performed by Fuks [lo] it was ob.served that the reflection from a dispersive fluid (an alcohol) is 
dominated by "hard reflection' or reflection due to high frequency impedance mismatch: therefore, the 
reflected field appeared as a scaled version of the incident field and was imsuitable for recovery of the 
time dependent susceptibility kernel. \{t). analogous to h{t). Fuks found that the transmitted field 
was relatively more sensitive to the dispersive nature of the alcohol. The transmitted wave appeared 
highly distorted compared with the imrident field and consequently provided relatively more information 
about the dispersive properties of the alcohol. Fuks showed that recovery of the susceptibility kernel 
with transmission data only was stable and resulted in a good estimate of susceptibility [lilJj. 
The equations for the forward model based on the inverse Laplace transfiDrm are presented and their 
derivation is detailed in .\ppendi.\ .V. The time dependent reflection and transmission kernel for the 
slab. R and T. and the reflection kernel for a halfspace. r(f). are. respectively: 
•x 
R { Q . L . t )  =  r ( ^ ) - h  ^  , 5 ( ( / - h  1 ) m ) )  ( r  »  r  »  f  -  f )  ( » r  «  f ) '  ( ; 5 . f 5 5 )  
1=0 
T { 0 .  L . t )  =  t : ( t )  —  d ^ r  *  R  —  e  *  r  m  R .  




The equations for 6(<)- e { t )  and v ( t )  are 
* ( ' )  =  ^ ' 0  {  ' n ( t )  -  r i  *  r  -  h Q r { t ) )  
< f ( < )  =  
( • ( / )  =  d f ^ r [ t )  ~ ' l i l n f  r  r  +  e .  *  f  ' r  
wherp 
= r(.- = ()) (;{.72) 
dn = '/(c = 0) (:5.7:{) 
n.) = n(^=0). (;{.74) 
The term S{-)) is .1 time translation operator defined by 
A How chart of the forward problem is presented in Fig. 
Scattering kernels for impedance mismatch 
For any realistic experimental situation there will be impedance mismatches at both the front and 
back wall giving rise to "hard" reflection and transmission coefficients. The longitudinal displacement 
reflection and transmission coefficients for the front wall, r = 0. and back wall. : — L. are. respectively. 
-
z. - z,-. 
Zi) + Zf- (;i.7f)) 




= 1 + r ~  (;!.7!)) 
'•l = 
z,. - Zt 




'*1 = -'•t 
'Z r; 
where superscripts "•+" and refer to the direction of the incident field upon which these scalar 
quantities operate (see Fig. ;{.3). 
If a hard reflection only e.xists at the back wall then two new scattering operators. IZh and Th. must 
be defined to take this into account. Similarly, if both front and back wall hard reflections e.^ist then two 
more scattering operators must be defined. IZj and Tj. These operators have been defined previously 
and discussed in detail elsewhere by Karlsson [2(5] and Fuks [1-5]. The operators are defined to be 
J Z h U - ^ i O . t )  =  r,|f/,36'(ro)u + (0.0+[«<.* ""^](0.<) (;{.84) 
T,,u+{0.t) = t+dnu-^{{}.l)+ll[n*u+]{Q.t) (;!.8.5) 
;{!) 
Figure ."tJ Flow chart for the forward problem: the impedance matched case, 
(a), and the impedance mismatched case, (b) 
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f  r  
and 
where 
Figurp Pictorial representation of "hard" scattering i-oefficienis 
/ Z f i r { Q . t )  =  ^  +  / )  +  [ / ? / * « + ]  ( U . / )  










''j = ni y=i.2.;{. 
(:5.88) 
The terms cij and bj with r/o = 1 represent the terms that would exist if the viscoelastic slab were purely 
LHI elastic and impedance mismatched with respect to the LHI elastic halfspaces for r < 0 and z > L. 
respectively. 
Fuics [lo] has shown how to relate operators JZi,. %. I Z f  and T f  to impedance matched operators 
IZ and 7" with a star product. When operators are replaced with their kernel representations a .set of 
•n 
delaypcl Volterra integral equations of the seconrl kind result. The matc-hed front wall and tiiismatclied 
back wall kernel ecpiations are 
R^, = R - rl[R * R - R Rh] 
+^7 M,) [{rl)-df,R^ 2r+./or -f ^ T] (li.si)) 
Th = r r^dn ^  "i~ '*£ ^ * Th' (^5.90) 
and for impedance mismatch at both front and back wall the Volterra equations are 
Rf = Ri, - r,|Rh * Rf - r,|^  < i j S { j ~ ] ) R h  ( ; ! . ! ) [ )  
j=U 
•V. 
T f  =  T h ~  r ' ^ T r  » - r'^rldr^S(-))Tj - ^ h j S { j - ) ] R h  (:5.!)2) 
j=<J 
where depenclence. (0. L . I ) ,  has been suppressed. 
Scattering kernels: initial values and discontinuities 
Initial values and discontinuities of the scattering kernels for viscoelastic media are essentially the 
same as for the dispersive electrciiiagnetic case [15]. They are summarized here for completeness. 
Following from the previous .section the initial values for the reflection and transmission kernels are. 
respectively. 
r(()) =  R { 0 )  =  / ? / , ( ( ) )  =  I. 
T"" 
(:!.!):{) 
- (1 - (r,j)-)/?;,(n ) 
7(0) = fr(0) = ---)</() I . n i )  - -(«())" (:5.!)5) 
m o )  = r(()) + r^r/„/?6(0) 
T f ( 0 )  = r,,(0)-r,^/off6(0). (;{.97) 
.-Vt multiples of one round trip through the slab there are finite jumps which occur in the reflection and 
transmission kernels. There are no jumps in r(t) and T{t). one jump in R(t) and Ti,{l) at t = tij. two 
jumps in R h ( t )  at t  =  ro. 2 ~ ) .  and infinitely many jumps in R f ( t )  and T f ( l )  at t  =  j r ^  j  =  1.2.;{ 
The notation [/?(yTo)] = employed in what follows to denote a jump at t = jr,). It 
follows that 
[ / ? ( " ) ) ]  =  — ( : { . 9 8 )  
[Rhiro)] = [/?(r„)] + (r+)-r/„y?(0)+2r^/„r((J) {:$.9y) 
42 
[flftCi-,)] = (r^,/„)-[/?(ro)| (;!.l()0) 
[r,(-,)j = r+</o[«(-,)] (;!.101) 
and finally for R  r  and T f  
[%(-,)] = (I -rg-«„)[/?/,(-))]-r,tr+f/nfl;(0)-r,t«i/?/,(0) (;!.102) 
[/?/(2-,)] = (I -r, 
[ R r ( j r o ) \  =  L)n,)]-;•, 
- r , ( ; { . 1 0 4 )  
[Tf(',]] = r+r/o[/?/(r„)] + [r,(-,)] + rj«,r,(()) (;{.L()r,) 
[ T f ( j - ) ) ]  =  r l ( l , ) [ R f { j r n ) ] - h  r i ( i j _ i [ T f , ( - ) ) ]  +  r p i j T h i O )  (;f.l()(j) 
j  =  2 . : \ . [  
For the inverse method the quantities di). -). r,j". and T/(0) are assumed known. In the numerical 
experiments to follow th) and -j are estimated from pulse transmission at asymptotically high fr^ciuency 
and rff is estimated from pulse reflection at high frequency. In cases to follow = — r,^ and /(l"'! = 
I — The term T/(0) is relatively difficult to estimate from measured data; therefore, it is neglected 
in most cases. Estimates of no and rio follow from eqs. ;!..52 and respectively; therefore. 
rill = ln[f/(j] (;i.l()7) 
Ftn = jrir, Cl.lQS) 
The inverse algorithm requires liii. Oo and T j ( t ) .  
The inverse algorithm employed was originally derived by Karlsson [2(5]. He observed that the 
equation which relates T/(t) to n(t) is a linear mapping from n(l) to T/(l} so that in discretized form 
the mapping is 
T j U A l )  =  A j  +  B j f i ( J A / )  (;!.109) 
where .4j and B j  are independent of ' n ( J A t )  but are dependent on h  from earlier times. Fuks [lo] 
states without proof that the reason for the mapping is that convolutions and additions are the only 
operations involved. This observation allows the forward algorithm to be employed as a basis for the 
inverse algorithm in the following manner: two dummy values for n{jAt) are chosen. n,i and in,, then 
the direct problem is .solved to find dunmiy values for transmission kernels. Tja and Tjh. for I — 7A/. 
i;{ 
The v.ihies of Aj and Bj are (ietermineci from the system of two equations and two uiiivnowiis for earh 
J = 1.2.;! tiiat is from 
7 / , I  =  +  Bj 'n„  
T f h  = + B j• 
The last step is to estimate the true value of n { j A t )  from eq. ."{.109 with the values of .1^ and B j  just 
obtained. It is assumed that hn is known so h{JAt) is determined by integrating h{jAt). Specific Knite 
difference equations for .4^ and Bj are very involvetl according to Karlsson [2()I. The details are beyond 
the scope of this study. The algorithm for the inversion is as follows: 
Given: To. dn. r,|. T r ( 0 )  and T/, i  = L."2..'{ V 
(,'ompiite h() and rii] from given information 
Let r'l = ().!) and c-j = —0.01 
Do / = I. .V (.V - number of time steps) 
= "t-i 
"i.,. - ".-1 
ri, = 77,_[ + (A/)«,_i 
Solve direct problem for T/, ,, 
n ,  =  c i 1  - t -  c n  
" t . f ,  =  " t  
h i  = n,_i + ( \ t / 2 )  [ri, + «._i] 
Solve direct probletn for F/. b 
Compute coefficients 
B i  =  ( T f , , a  -  T j i , b ) / ( h , , a  -  n i  t , )  
Solve for the "true" value of n ,  
l i t  =  {T f ,  -  A , ) /B ,  
Integrate h, to get n, 
n ,  =  n._i + (A//2) [«, + 
End do. 
The values for ci and c-> are not critical. The validity of the approach is tested in Chapter -5 with wave 
data generated by the finite element method. 
Scattering kernels: examples 
The scattering kernels just presented are best interpreted by calculating anfl displaying kernels for 
some specific examples. For an e.Kample it is reasonable to assume a simple, single-exponential rnoclel 
for a viscoelastic medium: 
. \ / ( / )  =  [ . I / , +  ( . \ / ^ r { { t )  ( . - M I O )  
where 
p  =  l O O O ( : { . l l l )  
i; = 1700 w/.s (;!.112) 
V . j  = -ioOU m/.s 
.V/, = /^r;-=-j.SiJGPa (;{.iii) 
\[,J = p rj' = (5.2;') G Pa. (.11 .^)) 
These limiting moduli are representative of a polymeric material that is a solid at room temperature. 
The relaxation time. r. and the length of the viscoelastic slab. L. are variables in the calculations. 
.\s an example, reflection and transmission kernels. [R. Ri,. Rj) and [T. Th. Tj). are shown in Fig. ;5.-l 
for a slab thickness of = 5mm and a relaxation time of r = Ip.s. Most notable are the jumps in 
the reflection kernels. Fig. .•{.4(a). occurring at times equal to multiples of one round trip through the 
slab. For the impedance niatched slab there is one jump in R at one round trip ( l/i.s). In theory. Rj 
and TJ have jumps at every round trip but after about three round trips through the slab the jumps 
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Figure ;5. t ReHectioa kernels, (a), and transmission kernels, (b). for impedam-e 
niattrlied. {R. T). mismatched back wall. {Ri,. T,). and mismat<-hed 
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Figure 3.o Reflection kernels. R j .  and transmission kernels. T j .  in (a) and (b). 
respectively, for various relaxation times, r. and L — ^rnrn 
U) 
case initial values of kernels approach zero as relaxation lime increases representing the approac-h to an 
essentially elastic regime. The elastic limit is achieved when r —r x then M{t) —r M.j. 
The effect of decreasing slab thickness is demonstrated in Fig. ;!.(5. In this case the transmission 
kernels have reduced initial amplitude and faster overall decay for decreasing slab thickness for the 
specified relaxation time. Intuitively this is reasonable because the attenuation and wave spreading 
time, us  
L = 5rnm 
L = 3mm 
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Figure :5.(5 Retiection kernels, Rj. and transmission kernels. 7/. in (a) and (b). 
respec t ive ly ,  fo r  va r ious  s l ab  th icknesses .  L .  and  r  =  I f i s  
inherent in a viscoehistic medium have a cumulative effect on waves as they propagate: therefore, there 
will be relatively less overall effect on a transmitted wave if the slab is thinner. .\ less intuitive result is 
demonstrated in Figs. ."i.T and ."5.8. Figure ;5.7 shcu-.s that for .i fixod rrlaxation time tli^ rraiisiiii.iaiuu 
kernel has a maximum at time zero for a given slab thickness. It is possible that a wave transmitted 
through a slab with thickness such that its transmission kernel is maximum at time zero can carry 
relatively more information about the viscoelastic nature of the slab. In other words there may exist an 
optimal slab thickne.ss for measuring viscoelastic moduli. Figure ;i.8 shows the same characteristic, but 
in this case the slab width is held constant and the relaxation time is varied. In this case one notices 
that as the relaxation time decreases the peak of the reflection kernel becomes centered around one 
microsecond. One microsecond is approximately the difference in time delay for a wave to traverse the 
slab at asymptotically high and low frequencies, that is. (o/nm) • {[/l.Tkrn/s — = 0.94//A-
where the limiting high frequency wave speed is 'l.okm/s. These effects are made more clear when these 
kernels are convolved with an incident wave. 
.\ model incident wave is plotted in Fig. ;{.9(a) that is representative of a band-limited ultrasonic 
-50 
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Figure ;5.7 Transmission kernels. T f .  for various 
slab thicknesses. L. and r = lOOn.s. 
demonstrating ma.ximum in Tj for a 
spec i f i c  s l ab  th ickness .  L  = Imrn  
Figure :{.8 Transmission kernels. Tj .  for various 
re laxa t ion  t imes ,  r .  and  L  =  ornrn .  
demonstrating nia.ximum in Tf for a 
specific rela.xation time, r =: .^On.s 
pulse. The pulse's normalized frequency spectrum magnitude is plotted in Fig. ;t.!)(b) along with 
normalized attenuation and wavespeed for a single-exponential viscoelastic medium with different re­
laxation times. .\s rela.vation time lengthens attenuation and wavespeed curves move to the left or 
lo%ver frequency and the incident wave magnitude lies more in the slab's high-frequency elastic region 
where little wave spreading and attenuation occur. Figures ;{.lO(a)-(c) show reflected waves and Fig­
ures ;{.lO(d)-(f) show transmitted waves for various relaxation times. Specifically. Figs. ;i. 10(a) and 
(d) show the portion of reflected and transmitted field that are due strictly to the hard reflection and 
transmission coefficients. [_)• from eqs. and .'i.ST; no convolutions are involved, only scalar 
multiplication. Figures 3.10(b) and (e) are reflected and transmitted portions of the field arising from 
convolution with Rj and Tf. respectively. The strongest reflection and transmission with respect to /?/ 
and Tf occurs when r = and the incident wave spectrum lies in the transition region between 
the viscous or low frequency region and the glassy, elastic or high frequency region (see Fig. ;{.!)(b)). 
Figures ;i. 10(c) and (f) are total reflected and transmitted fields, that is. they are sums of hard and 
convolutional or soft reflections and transmissions. 
Figure ;}.IL shows the shift in dominance from the directly transmitted wave. r/,) «"'"(0. <). to 
the "indirect" wave. t^f^Tf * u"'"(0.<)- when relaxation time shortens from r = ;500n.'i to r = .jOna. 
Ultimately, when relaxation time becomes short enough attenuation again decreases and the wave 
propagates relatively unattenuated in the slab's low frequency or viscous region. This point is made 
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Figure ;i.9 E.xaniple of incident waveform, (a), and normalized frequency spec­
trum compared with normalized attenuation and wavespeed (curves 
with symbols) versus rela.xation time, (b) 
Summary 
Wave Splitting methods are a unique method for reformulating transient wave propagation from 
a second order hyperbolic PDE in terms of total displacement into an equivalent .system of first or­
der PDE's with left and right propagating waves. This decomposition naturally leads to definitions 
for reflection and transmission operators and their respective kernels. Wave splitting and invariant 
embedding allow fornmlation of integro-differential kernel equations that interrelate transmission and 
refiecrion kernels an^l material properties. Due tci hnmogeneiry of the viscnH|^sri<- ni^^'liiim, Lap!a<''' 
domain reflection and transmission kernels can be derived. .V time-domain forward model for reflection 
and transmission is developed from Laplace domain kernels and is solved by finite difference methods. 
The forward-model kernel equations provide a well posed relationship between material properties and 
kernels or system impulse response functions. By an ingenious method due to Karls.son ['2(5]. the forward 
model becomes a basis for an inverse method that utilizes transmission kernel. Tf{t). The inversion 
method has been demonstrated in a proof-of-principle e.vperiment on a dispersive electromagnetic ma­
terial [15] where the time dependent susceptibility. \(t). was recovered. The susceptibility is analogous 
to the rate of change of the normalized creep compliance. «{<)• L'nfortunately. application of this wave 
splitting inversion method to the viscoelastic case is subject to severe technological constraints that are 
made more clear in subsequent chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 PROPAGATOR INVERSE METHODS 
Introduction 
Wave splitting methods require knowledge of system input and output: therefore, measurement of 
an incident wave is required which is not easily accomplished in most practical experimental situations. 
Recovering viscoelastic moduli from the transmission kernel also requires knowledge of attenuation at 
asymptotically high frequency, that is. knowledge of da as well as Hi) and •.\syiiiptotically high 
frequency" is not a well defined concept for real materials. .Vll measurement apparatus h;is a limit to its 
shortest measurable time scale: therefore, requiring certain quantities be known at time equal to zero 
is practicrally impossible. To know material properties at a given time .scale requires a measurement 
technique with time scales of the same order. Viscoelastic materials generally have time s<-ales that 
span several orders of magnitude. More practiiral techniciues for estimating moduli relate attenuation 
and wave speed measured over a frequency bandwidth to the real and imaginary irornponents of the 
frequency-domain modulus. Several measurements with overlapping bandwidths can be combined to 
construct a composite modulus. 
.Methods described in this chapter are called "propagator methods." Propagator refers to the e.xpo-
nential propagator. exp(±7r). that is a mathematical description of wave propagation from one point 
to another. Three propagator methods are described that rely on measurement of transmitted waves 
analogous to the wave splitting method. The methods in the order that they are described are the two-
slab method, the slab substitution method and the Hankel transform method. In the two-slab method 
transmission measurements are made on two slabs of different thicknesses. For the slab substitution 
method a transmission measurement is made with and with out the slab in the propagation path. .\ 
calibration reflection measurement is required for the slab substitution method. Finally, the Hankel 
transform method specifies that the transmitted wave be measured with a point-like receiver along a 
radial line from the beam center. The measured signal is then integrated along this radial line effectively 
removing dependence on the radial coordinate. The Hankel transform method is combined with the 
first two methods. It is not a distinctly separate method, but it is another way to collect and process 
o2 
data to remove beam spreading efTects. 
The basic theory for the two-slab and slab substitution method is one dimensional. .\ l-D theory 
gives the simplest relation between measurable data and attenuation and wave speed. Propagator 
methods have been applied e.Kperimentally in a number of studies for solids [20. 2:5. HO. :?2. oo. and 
liquids [25. 50]. Pure plane waves do not e.xist in ultrasonic experiments. Real waves undergo decay due 
to geometrical spreading. .\n approximate diffraction correction is often included with one dimensional 
theory to account for the beam spreading [2:5. ;J0]. In other cases the correction is ignored entirely 
[20. ;$2] or some argument is offered to justify neglecting it [55. With the finite element test bed. 
numerical experiments are performed under controlled conditions with known material properties to 
test the validity of the one-dimensional theories with and without a diffraction correction. 
.\ssume a purely one dimensonal system with an ultrasonic source positioned a distance. Li. to tlie 
left of a viscoelastic slab of thickness L as in Fig. l.l. .-V receiver is situated to the right of the slab at 
distance L-j. [n most cases the slab is a solid and the medium to the left and right of the slab is a fluid, 
usually water. .Vn ultrasonic pulse is launched from the source, passes through the slab and arrives at 
the receiver. This process is repeated on a second slab of the same material with a different thickness. 
L +AL. where AL can be positive or negative. The description of this process in tiie frequency domain 
is the following: 
Two-Slab Method 
where 
W +  i  —  (l.:5) 
«(-•) + 'T~r 
c(^-) (4.4) 
2Z,„ 
+ Z { ^ ' )  
2 Z ( ^ )  (•l-«) 
+ Z(-) 
Z ^  P w C w  







Figure 4.1 Geometry for two-rilab and slab substitution methods 
(4.11) 
The terms. .4,(^ ) and .4/.(-.) and .It+Ai. (—) represent the Fourier transforms of the incident puLse. 
subscript "i". and the received or transmitted pidse with slab of length L and L + \L. respectively. 
and are the propagation factors for water and the slab and and r^(-) are the 
transmission coefficients at the left and right interface, respectively. The term L - >  — A L  implies that the 
transducers are not repositioned when the second slab is placed between them. In practice it may be 
necessary to reposition the receiver in order to bring the received signal within the digitizing window 
when a second slab is placed in the propagation path or when the slab is removed completely [;{*2|. The 
wave speed in water is usually assumed independent of frequency to a relatively high frequency when 
operating at a given temperature. 
Cu, % 1500 rri/s. (41-) 
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The attenuation increases with the square of the freciuency: 
= <•»()/" 4.1;! 
where <•»,) = ("il/iO ± 0.0-")) 10"'" s ' / c m  for distilled water at "ioT" [50]. 
To recover the attenuation and wave speed from the useful bandwidth of the measurement system, 
the ratio of .-1/..).^/. to .4/, is taken which gives 
A r U ]  
where 
• U + Ai (-*•') 
—s i ^ L  
-UU) 
'3 a/. (-^'I = arctan 
1 
^ ( i/.-rAi/.-U) 
(-lt-rA/./-lt) 
I 
A L  











.-Vccurate dererniination of slab attenuation and wavespeed depends on accurate knowledge of the water 
attenuation versus frequen<ry and wavespeed which is assumed <-onstant at the measurement teniper-
ature. If the receiving transducer's original position. L-... is adjust<'d to .-onipeiisate for the length 
difference of the second slab. AZ. then the effects of the water can be eliminated. For e.^ample. if the 
second slab is longer than the first slab then Ai is positive and the receiving transducer must move to 









Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are valid for one-dimensional plane waves. Plane waves do not decay due to 
geometric spreading. In contrast waves produced by a.>cisymmetric finite apertures have a comple.x sound 
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field composed of planar and non-planar waves that decay with distance from their source. For a plane 
piston source the non-planar effects emanate from the rim or edge of the transducer. "Edge waves" are 
a source of diffraction or beam spreading for on-axis propagating displacement. Diffraction correction 
factors have been derived that account for geometric decay of waves in an approximate manner when 
included in eqs. 4.L and 4.2. Diffraction correction coefficients have been described in a number of 
works [5. (i. 28. ."{9. 41. 51. 52] and employed in ultrasonic forward-scattering models [48] and re<-ently 
in experimental measurement situations [2;i]. 
Diffraction corrections are derived from knowledge of the pressure field due to a circular plane-piston 
source with finite radius "a". The piston resides in an infinite rigid baffle and oscillates with angular 
frequency _• (see Fig. 4.2). The amplitude of the speed of the piston s harmonic motion is 11) and the 
piston radiates into an LHI acoustic medium, for example water, with wave speed r,^.. Rogers and Van 














P(r /u./7olI) /"' f'' [—'A:(r- + Tj-f — 'Jrra (•os(ffn) + r f f J o  J o  - r,y(lr,)<lOn 4.2:5) [r- + r,-; — 'Irr,) ro^(t)^) + r-]'^' 
where the term (• • is the distance between the field point. (p.O. :). and the source point. {ro.ft).0). 
From Williams [51] the average acoustic pressure over a disk of radius a thai is coaxial with and a 
distance r in front of the piston source is given by 
r-n 
(P(r.^)) = pnc,^.\'o - i / 
"  J o  
exp —ik{:' + Ui" cos"(x)) I/-.! siii"(x)f/x (4.24) 
.Vssuming a pressure sensitive receiver e.xists that has an output proportional to the average pressure 
over its face then the diffraction correction. D(z.^). for such a receiver with radius a (equal to the 
radius of the transmitter) is defined as the ratio of the avenage pressure to that of an ideal plane wave. 
Pii(r.^) = pocWte-'^-: 
D { : . ^ ) = { P [ z . ^ ) ) / P ,  ( r . ^ )  =  I /  e x p [ - / A - ( , - -
~  J o  -
la"cos"(x))'''" sin"(x)(/x. (4.25) 
Rogers ancl Van Buren [;5!)] showed that in the limit k a  —?• :c the diffraction corre<-tion in <'cj. 4.25 
becomes 
D ' - ( S )  =  I -  [ M - l - I S ]  ~  i . h { - l - / S ) \  (4.2(5) 
where .S" = and ./,] and ./[ are Bessel functions of order zero and one. respectively. 
[t is not obvious how to incorporate diffraction corrections into eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 because corrections 
have been derived assuming no intervening slab of material between transmitter anil receiver. Thomp-
aon [18] and Joong [2:;] both employ a limiting furiii of the diffraction currection. eq. 4.2(5. for ("ises 
involving propagation through one or more materials. They assume diffraction <-orrections. D^(.S'). for 
a propagation path with slabs of thickness L and L + AL. respectively, placed between the transducers 
are. respectively. 
= D ^ { S „ . + S l ]  






















Figure 4.3 Exact clifTractioa correction. D { S ) .  versus k a  and normalized dis­
tance. compared with D'^{S). magnitude (a) and 
phase in degrees (b) 
Attenuation in water and the slab is neglected in D'^{S) but is ac-countetl for in the propagator 
terms. and . respectively, .\otice that r(w) is required to compute 5. but c(_) is one of 
the unknowns to be measured. This point is taken up in Chapter .5. 
Diffraction i-orrected received signals, denoted by superscript "D". become 
In a real measurement actual measured signals correspond to .if (-i-) and for two different 
slab lengths. The goal is to remove beam spreading to recover effective plane wave signals. This is 
accomplished by dividing measured signals by appropriate diffraction corrections. The extent to which 
beam spreading can be removed and material properties recovered via plane wave theory is one theme 
of this work and is facilitated by an FE.\I test bed. 
The equations for attenuation and wave speed, eqs. -1.19 and 4.'20. including rliffraction <-orrections 
become 
ft(-) -- ^ In 
, , <-,u 
I 
D  L + At / D ^  
I - • O ^ L  ' 
ivhere 
od(u.) = arctan 
n  (D  L  +  A L  / D t  
(4.;!r,) 
Figure !.;{ show.s e.xact diffraction correction. D .  eq. 4.25. versus 5 for increasing k u  compared with 
correction. D'^. eq. 4.2fi. valid for ka —>• x:. For ka greater than about twenty ex,-i<'t anfi limiting 
diffraction corrections are practically indistinguishable. 
Slab Substitution Method 
Slab substitution requires removing the slab under test and replacing it with a "known" material, 
that is. a material whose properties are relatively well characterized versus frequency and temperature. 
The usual test situation is a solid slab immersed in water. When the slab is remos'ed water takes the 
place of the slab. This technique is more common than the two-slab method [2:i. ;!'2. (i;?]. 
The slab substitution method is described by the following equations: 
.Id-) = (4.;{7) 
.4,d-) = (4.;i8) 
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where .4,^. j represents the Fourier tr.insform of the received signal when water (or other known fluid) 
replaces the slab. The ratio Al/Aw is 
where the magnitude and phase angle are 
A l { ^ )  
= \T^tt 
J( A l / ^ w )  
o(a,) = arctan 
= or(-) + 0£.(^) 
ot(^) = arctan 
j H T t Z t )  








Usually media on the left and right side of the slab are the same; therefore, transmission coefficient 
terms <-an be written in terms of the reflection coeffcient; = I — (/?,X)". .Vttenuation and wave 
speed are recovered from the magnitude and phase angle of the ratio of the signals, with and without 





reflection measurement is necessary to estimate the reflection coefficient. /?,T. as compared with the 
two-slab approach where only transmission data are required. 
.\nalogous to the previous section, diffraction corrections can be incorporated into the attenuation 
and wave speed relationsiiips for the slab substitution method. In this case diffraction corrections are 
D'^  _ + S,l) 
with 
iiu = {L\ + Li)c 
S,L = ic(a-) 











Ret-eivetl signals witii diffraction correction are 
-ifU) 
and attenuation and wave speed with correction are 
a(^) = In 
(I.•');{) 
l-(/?,t)" \Dr/D^ 
c { ^ )  =  
I - I Or —op 
where 




As was mentioned previously, a reflection nieajiurement is recpiired to estimate R*. This is usually 
accomplished by making a "calibration" reflection measurement [;>2]. ("alibration requires me:isuring a 
reflected signal from a material whose impedance is relatively well known, for e.vaniple aluniinimi or 
fused ((uartz. The calibration reflection coefficient is 
^ >L- ^ftU 
cat — Z,^. -r Z .uil 
with Z,c and Z,.,,; assumed known. The reflected signals, subsript r. with diffraction correction are 
l.r,f<) 
\° i 
K t r i ^ )  = D ' Z ,  — n~^ \ D-r 
(t,r,9) 
Diffraction correction. . is evaluated at Sl ^ = 'ILic.t, [2-/-<a-]. L'pon dividing by l ! 
unknown reflection coefficient is 
f 
•  V  L ,  \ -
«,T(-) = 
i D  c a t ,  
• V . / . ,  
R ,  D.cll- l.(il) 
.Notice that the calibration reflection coefficient is not considered a function of frequency. 
Hankel Transform Method 
Diffraction corrections that have been described are an approximate method to account for geometri­
cal spreading and decay of waves emitted from a finte aperture transmitter. These corrections transform 
the original one-dimensional theory into an appro.ximate axisymmetric theory. .Vnother approximate 
method is described that effectively integrates out the radial dependence of an axisymmetric field via a 
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Hankel transform. When the transform parameter. is set to zero the Hankel transformed equations 
revert to one-dimensional equations. The .set of transmission equations without diffraction correction 
presented for the two-slab. eqs. -l.l and 4.2. anci slab substitution method, eqs. l.'.U and can be 
used directly except that the transmitted wave must be collected along a radial line outward from the 
beam axis. The method is dependent on how well the receiver approximates a point receiver relative to 
transmitter beam width and diameter. 
The viscoelastic wave equation for displacement is 
.V/ * W • u — G' < V X V X u = pii. (4.(52) 
The shear relaxation modulus is G ( t )  and the longitudinal relaxation modulus is \ [ { t )  =  [ \ { t )  -I- i|G'(0 
where I\{t) is the bulk rela.xation modulus, [f only longitudinal waves are of interest then neglecting 
the second term on the left hand side simplifies the wave equation to 
-U « W • li = pii. (.l.(5:{) 
With this approximation all shear wave phenomena are neglected within the viscoelastic slab. On 
the other hand this approximation simplifies the .scattering process because all longitudinal to shear 
and shear to longitudinal mode conversions that occur at slab/water interfaces are eliminated. The 
appropriate displacement wave equation for water, the inmiersion fluid, is 
W • u = ii. (1.(54) 
where water is aasumed inviscid. compressible ancl lo.ssless. 
\ Laplacc Hankel transform for a time dependent, axisynmietric function is siven by 
r(^..s) = £[-«,[/(r./)]] = I I f{r.t)r.Ur^),-"drds (4.(5.")) 
J o  J i )  
where t/ is usually a positive integer or zero [42]. .V Laplace-Hankel transform of order zero and one of the 
axial and radial components of the vector wave equation, respectively, replaces dependence on radial 
coordinate, r. and time. t. with transform parameters ^ and .s. respectively. Resultant transformed 
equations are 
.s.v7c^; -t-(3; u?] = (r) (4.(5(5) 
-(-c);«;] = (f) (-t-liT) 
where it is assumed that U;(r. c. ()) =: U;(r. :.0) = 0. .\fter decoupling the radial and axial components 
these equations become 
= 
«r (f) (4.(59) 
where ii'} = u'l{^. z. s). u}. = u'(^. c..s) and cf = s.\[/p. The homogeneous .solution for tV] is 
• I  = 
From ei|s. I.fjfj and 4.(57 it can be shown that d^iil = —therefore 
(4.70) 
(4.71) 
i^(^.r..s) = ^ 
'^S 
4.72) 
Subscript r denotes r-component of displacement and subscript ii-1. .•>•. and tc'l denote water half-spaces 
and slab. Coefficients F and B denote forward and backward (left and right) moving waves, respectively, 
similar set of equations for water can be written a:3suming that c,^, —• c,t (.s). 
Reflection and transmission coefficients for both interfaces of the fluid-slab-fluid system are easily 
determined by enforcing continuity of axial displacement and pressure. = .iM 
at interfaces r = 0 and :  =  L .  Note that this definition of pressure is different by a minus sign from 
usual ilefinitions: it is analogous with definition of stress in elasticity. Acoustic impedance of the slab 
is defined to be minus the ratio of pressure to particle speed, .im,'. for waves propagating in the -Hr 
direction or 
( l .T:n 
.sr/'^(^.-..,•) j ,  • 
Figure 4.4 gives a pictorial representation of the flu id-sol id-flu id system. The displacement reflection 
and transmission coefficients at tiie interfaces are 
( p w - f / A  )  - ) 
(Pw-i/'^w) + (Pj • ^ / l )  
\ 





[ P w ^ l  [ P x ^ /) 
When —f iuj and ^ = 0 eqs. 4.70. 4.7*2-4.7(5 revert to one-dimensional equations equivalent to those 
presented for the two-slab method. When ^ = 0 the Hankel transform of U;(r. z.t) is simply 
u ' l i  =  . t ) =  r  u A r .  z . t  
J n  
]rdr (4.77) 
where ./o(0) — I: therefore, radial dependence of the field is effectively eliminated, .\ssuming an ideal 
point receiver, displacement is recorded as a function of time at a r = constant plane in front of 
0 L 
Figurp 4.4 PiiT.orial representation of flu id-sol id-flu id system 
the transmitter for successive radial positions. .Vssuming a relatively well collimated beam, a limit 
in radial direction can be defined beyond which the field is considered negligible. The radial integral 
is approximated at each time step by sunmiing over recorded displacements. The result is a function 
dependent only on time. tK(:. t) —• u'](t). Equations for attenuation and wave speed without difl'racrion 
correction that were developed previously in the two-slab. eqs. 4.19 and 4."i0. and slab substitution 
method, eqs. 4.4t) and 4.47. can be employed directly if. for example. = U;(-) in e(). 4.1. 
Summary 
T%vo different transmission methods for recovering viscoelaitic moduli have been presented; the 
two-slab method and the slab substitution method. A third method, a Hankel transform method with 
^ = 0. utilizes the same set of fundamental equations as the two-slab and slab substitution methods 
but requires that a received signal be collected with a point-like receiver and integrated along a radial 
line from the beam axis. The first two methods have been used in practice with and without diffraction 
corrections while the Hankel transform method is untried as far as is known. In practice diffraction 
corrections are applied in an ad lib manner. Within a finite element test bed material properties are 
known a prion: therefore, a nunierical experiment is conducted to compare known material properties 
with material properties recovered with proposed inverse methods. The goals of such a numerical 
(d4 
experiment are to visualize the fields as they propagate throughout the system and to show imder 
what conditions inverse methods give material properties within acceptable engineering tolerance. The 
ultimate hope is that such insight can suggest modifications to real experimental systems. 
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CHAPTER 5 MODULUS MEASUREMENT WITH INVERSE 
METHODS 
Introduction 
One-diniensional and axisymnietric wave propagation results are presenter! for a model of a water-
immersion through-transmission system for determining longitudinal viscoelaistic moduli. M{l) = 
^Cr{t). of .solid polymers. First, a set of l-D results for the two-slab method are presented and serve 
as a benchmark for comparison with axisymnietric results that follow. Ne.xt. a standard <-orrection for 
geometric beam spreading known as the "diffraction correction" is discussed. Most realistic measurement 
systems employ finite diameter receivers as well as finite diameter transmitters. Finite aperture trans­
mitters produce waves that undergo beam spreading or diffraction as they propagate away from the 
transmitter. In addition, finite aperture receivers effectively average fields incident upon their face. To 
account for beam spreading, a diffraction correction is applied to the rei'eived signal. Ideally, tliffraction 
correction removes decay due to geometric spreading leaving only intrinsic losses due to the material 
itself. With a FE test bed finite aperture receivers that average incident fields can be sinmlated to 
demonstrate systematic errors that are introduced into measurement of material properties. For each of 
the simulated measurement methods: two-slab, slab substitution and wave splitting, a finite aperture 
receiver is modeled, but a diffraction correction is applied in the two-slab case only. For simplicity 
moduli with single-exponential time dependence are employed. .-Vlthough a simple exponential model is 
an unrealistic model for real viscoelastic materials it does contain all essential physics and is sufficient 
to e.\erci.se multiple frequency-bandwidth techniques. .\lso the frequency bandwidth of the source is al­
ready smaller than the low to high frequency transition region of a simple exponential moduli; therefore, 
a broader moduli spectrum would just require more sources with overlapping bandwiths and essentially 
nothing more about various measurement methods" efficacy would be demonstrated. 
t5f5 
Preliminaries 
Recall that the bulk and shear moduli for a .single-exponential material are given by the following: 
[ < { t )  =  [ / v ,  +  { K . J  -  A - , )  H { t )  ( o . l )  
G ( t )  =  C r ^  T  { C T.J — CR. ) - t / r  H { t ) .  (0.2) 
Relaxation times for the bulk and shear modulus are assumed equal. Limiting wave speeds and moduli 
for the slab are; 
l/c- U.J = 1700. 2500 m/s  (5.;{) 
^ J ^ 17 = 0. LOOO rn /s  (5.4) 
P >  = 1000 k i j /m ' ^  (5.5) 
G,  
-
p A 2  = 0  Pa i5.(i) 
Gj  = p i  = I GPa (5.7) 
l<r = Ps =2.25GPa (5.8) 
K .J = '/L) = C'Pa (o.u) i r -
; !  
r ,  =  S.To  ns .  (o - lO)  
The equilibrium shear modulus. Gg. is set to zero as a model for an amorphous, uncross-linked solid 
polymer. It is also valid for a viscoelastic liquid. The (:hoi<:e of relaxation time is made i-lear in Fig. o. I. 
With this i:hoice of relaxation time, normalized attenuation and wave speed make their transition 
from low to high frequency centered within the range of source spectrums. Obviously this is a contrived 
choice made to fit the current FE.M's ability to model dispersive wave propagation for center frequencies 
commonly available in off-the-shelf transducers. 
.-V viscoelastic slab is considered immersed in water. Water has attenuation that is proportional to 
the square of frequency. a^.{f) = a^.o/". to relatively high frequency (~ I GHz) while wave speed is 
essentially constant. set of viscoelastic material parameters that model this behavior are 
l/e- = loOO. L7o0 m/.f (5.LI) 
15 = 0/n/s (o.l2) 
Pu.: = mOkg/rn^ (.5.1:?) 
G  =  0 Pa (5.14) 
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Figure o.l Normalized source spectrums coriipareci with normalized material 
attenuation and wave speed 
ion 
K,j = = ;{.0t) (,;Pa (5. If)) 
=  \ . 2 l p . , .  (0.17) 
.Notice that the shear modulus is zero: therefore, water is modeled as an inviscicl. compressible "vis-
coacoustic" Huid. Figure o.'i shows absolute attenuation and wave speed to ;>00.\IHz. For comparison 
"rtu/" is alsu pluttrfil iv here 
n,.a = = •20.0(10-^"') Np/(wHz-). (5.18) 
For one-dimensional calculations water attenuation is included. 
The five center frequencies for the frequency bands that span the transition region in the model 
material are /o = I. :{.lt). 10. 100 .MHz. respectively. For each frequency a set of numbers 
that define finite element calculations are given in Table o.L. The time increments satisfy the stability 
criterion. AZ < h/Virj where Ar = Ar = h. For the given frequencies the number of elements per longi­
tudinal wavelength in water is about tiO and ranges from tj8-l00 for the viscoelastic solid depending on 
center frequency. Fifteen elements per wavelength is usually sufficient, but because computer resources 
were not a limitation and numerical dispersion is desired to be a minimum a relatively large number of 





Figure 5.2 .Vbsolute attenuation in water; vi.s<-oac:oii.stic model compared with 
< • > ^ • 1 ) / '  i n  S p / r r i r n  
Two-Slab Method: One Dimension 
The model parameters given in Table -5.1 are used for calculating transient displacement transmit­
ted through a slab of various thicknesses. Figures -^.^t and 5.4 show transmitted displacement at the 
right-most bountlary. Li + L. of the slab and at a distance. Li -r L + L->. beyond the slab representing 
prnpagation rhrniigh w n t T  to i  r-eceiver. In this ease an idea! receiver rccords displacfuiu-nt a t  tli . r  
water/vacuum interface. For a plane wave normally incident on a traction free interface the surface dis­
placement is twice the incident displacement: therefore, dividing recorded displacement by two recovers 
the incident field. Distance L-i is kept constant which translates into moving the receiver to the right to 
Table 5.1 Parameters for FE calculations at each center frequency 
/.) (-VIHz) h  i f i m )  A t  { n s )  L i  i f i j n )  L - >  i f i r n ]  L  ( ^ i r n )  
1.0 •25.0 8.0 7500.0 7500.0 1000-8000 
8.0 2.5 2-100.0 2400.0 49(5-;!000 
lO.U "2.5 0.8 750.0 750.0 100-800 
:n.6 0.8 0.25 210.0 240.0 45J.f)-;{00 
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Figure •").;{ Transmitted plane-w.ive displacement for three different slab tliick-
iiirsses at fit — [.MHz. (h)-(Ij). fo — o.lo\IHz. (c)-(d) 
compensate for increased slab thickness. .A. visual comparison of waveforms n t  L i  +  L  ami L \  +  L  +  L - >  
in Figs. .5.;5 and 5.4 shows that for frequencies and propagation distances chosen lo.sses in the water are 
negligible; therefore, water losses will be neglected in all subsequent a.\isynimer.ric calculations. 
Recovery of attenuation, wave speed, frequency and time dependent moduli proceeds as described 
in Fig. .5..5. Figures -5.6 and 5.7 show recovered attenuation and wave speed for transmitted waves 
recorded at Li + L and Li -h L + Ln. respectively. For each frequency bandwidth attenuation and 
wave speed were determined with three different combinations of transmitted waves shown in Figs. 5.;{ 
and 0.4 corresponding to three seperate slab thicknesses. .Vise shown is the percent difference between 
numerical and e.\act values for each frequency bandwidth. In all cases and for all combinations the 
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frpqiienry spectrum on either side of center frequency. These results demonstrate tiiat in principle the 
FE model can serve as test bed for ultrasonic wave propagation in linear viscoelastic media and that 
numerical errors can be kept, within respectable "engineering tolerance" (< -5%). 
Ultimately, it is the time dependent longitudinal relaxation modulus that is of interest. Figure 0.8 
shows reconstruction of the time dependent modulus from the frequency dependent modulus recovered 
from the one-dimensional wave propagation model. Specifically. Fig. 0.8(b) compares the reconstructed 
modulus when the frequency dependent modulus is truncated at the highest frequency (fmar = loTMHz) 
of measurement and when the frequency dependent modulus is e.Ktended to /m.ix = IGHz by assuming 
the real part of the modulus. .U'(^). at fmar equal to M' at the highest frequency of measurement 
and imaginary part. .\/"(^). goes to zero linearly above the highest frequency of measurement. When 
fmar = lo7MHz there is clearly some ripple in the time dependent modulus and deterioration is greatest 
at small time which is equivalent to high frequency. When fmar — ICHz ripple is negligible and there 
is less short-time deterioration. 
In Fig. 0 . 8 (c) the modulus is appro.vimated by e.Kcluding some of the five frequency bands. In one 
case the lowest and highest frequency bands have been dropped which correspond to center frequencies 
/() = I and lOO.VIHz. In this case almost no change is noted in the time dependent modulus. Fig. 0.8(d). 
In the other two cases the three highest bands and three lowest bands have been dropped. When 
the three highest bands are dropped short time response is clearly degraded but long time response 
is adequate. The opposite is true when the three lowest bands are dropped, (generally, loss of low 
frequen<-y information destroys important overall trends in the data wherea^j loss of high frec|uency 
informntinn imposes <mall ripples in the data. .Vccuratc measurements of low frcciucncy information 
is essential, .\ppro.\iniating the frequency dependent motlidus outside its measured range is equivaleiu 
to imposing a prion knowledge about its behavior in those frequency ranges. If interest is in a limited 
frequency range then making reasonable assumptions outside of this range may have negligible effect on 
a forward model. .Making such assumptions is akin to knowing the appropriate time/frequency scales 
of interest. 
Understanding Diffraction Corrections 
In all real experimental situations where basic material properties are to be determined, for example, 
wave speed and attenuation, ultrasonic transmitters and receivers have finite radius. In general, it is 
advantageous to have a relati%'ely large transmitting aperture. .Vssuming the transmitter behaves like 
an ideal piston, it will produce a plane wave region on the axis of symmetry that can be e.xploited 
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1. Given: raw time trace of transmitted wave at source center frefiuency. /,) 
2 .  Window in time the first transmitted pulse witliout internal re-reflections (if possible) 
:i. FFT the windowed transmitted wave and calculate spectnmi. Al{^] 
4. Window the useful frequency bandwidth of transmitted wave spectrum 
•5. Repeat steps l-l for a slab of different thickness to obtain .Il+al (•*•') 
fj. Compute attenuation and wave speed; 
.4/4. L - r ^ L [  
'•(-•) = -
OAi(-) 
r. (.'ompute estimate of modulus for useful bandwidth centered at f): 
M ' { ^ )  =  K '  +  U. ; ' - p c -
M " ( ^ )  =  K "  + -G" = p c -
i - y-
[ l + J T  
•2J 
[I + .i-r 
j(^) = a(^)c(u.) 
8. Repeat steps 2-7 for another /o 
9. Combine modulus estimates for various bandwidths to form an overall estimate 
10. Extend low and high frequency modulus data to zero frequency and UiHz. respectively 
11. Compute estimate of time domain modulus (IFFT): 
.\/(/) = :r-'[.U(^-)] 
Figure o.o Data processing for modulus recovery with two-slab propagator 
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Figure o.(j Recovered slab attenuation, (a), wave speed, (c). and percent 
difference from exact, (bj and (dj. for dispiacement recorded at 
right-most solid-fluid boundary. L 
for plane wave-like measurements. A large radius receiving aperture [ka 3> I) coaxially aligned with 
the transmitter intercepts a portion of the transmitted field. Usually, by the time the transmitted 
field reaches the receiver, edge waves emanating from the rim of the transmitter have become "mixed 
up" with the central plane wave region. The wave striking the receiver is a complex combination of 
plane and edge waves. To account for this 'diffraction' or "beam spreading" in an approximate manner 
a diffraction correction is often employed. The diffraction correction assumes there exists a pressure 
sensitive receiver, for example a piezoelectric transducer, that effectively averages incident pressure. 
While it is not clear that a piezoelectric transducer exactly averages incident pressure it is at least 
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Figure 5.7 Recroverecl slab attenuation, (a), wave spewi. (c). ancl perrent dif­
f e r e n c e  f r o m  e . \ a c t .  ( b )  a n d  ( d ) .  f o r  d i s p i a c e n i e n t  r e c o r d e d  a t  L  +  L - >  
diffraction (beam spreading), diffraction corrections and effects of both of these things on material 
property measurement. 
For model situations considered a displacement vector is computed in the acoustic fluid instead 
of scalar acoustic pressure because a displacement-based FE.\I is directly compatible with the usual 
displacement FE formulation for an elastic or viscoeUistic medium. The usual diffraction correction is 
derived assuming a pressure field radiated by a piston source in an infinite rigid baffle: therefore, it is of 
interest to know how significant is the difference when a diffraction correction is applied to the average 
received displacement. {U:{r.:.t)). instead of the pressure, {p(r.z.l)) = /v'/V •u(r.r.^)'. In what 
follows diffraction corrections for pressure and axial displacement are compared directly. In addition 
' L'siially the pressure is defined to be positive in compression, that is. p(r. r. () = —KfV • ii(r.i). but in cases 
considered here it is chosen co be postive in tension analogous to stress. 
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Figure .i.S Frptjuency dependent modulus, (a) and (c). and corresponding time 
dependent modulus, (b; and (d) 
the received pressure averaged over a receiving aperture is compared with received a.\ial displacement. 
u.{r.:.t). averaged over the same aperture. Both are computed with the finite element method in an 
a.xisymmetric mode, .\verage received pressure (a.xial displacement) is compared with an equivalent 
diffraction corrected plane wave. .\ diffraction correction derived specifically for a.Kial displacement is 
given and applied. Finally, average received pressure (displacement) is diffraction corrected to account 
for or "divide out" geometric beam spreading in order to recover a plane wave field. E.xamples are given 
for waves in a homogeneous acoustic half-space. 
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Acoustic Pressure and Displacement FE Models 
The finite element model is easily adapted for modeling pressure Kelds due to a piston source [0(5]. 
The clisplac'enient wave equation can be written as 
A' + 6^" j VV • u + G V - u  =  p i i .  (5.19) 
When [\ = '"^nd Ur{ r . z . t )  =  0 the resulting equation for U : ( r . : . t )  is formally analogous to the 
acoustic pressure with A.'/ = G .  that is. let p ( r . : . t )  =  U ; ( r .  r.O then 
h ' f V - p  =  p f  p .  ( 0 . 2 O )  
For a one dimensional model pressure and axial displacement propagating in the positive r-direction 
are related by 
p { z J )  =  (5.21) 
that is. pressure and displacement are related by a time derivative. For ease of comparison pressure 
and axial displacement are forced to have the same time variation. For an acoustic displacement model 
set Cr' = 0 and Kf = K then 
K f V T  u  =  p f i i  (5.22) 
with Cf = y/f\f /pf. 
.\verage pressure (axial di.splacenient) over a receiver of radius. 6. located at axial position, r. is 
defined by 
^  p [ r . z . l ) n i n i G  (5.2;!; 
= J p ( r . : . l ) r d r  (•').21) 
2 ^ L 
1 = 1 
where h  —  S \ r  and trapezoidal rule is employed to approximate the integral. The same formula is valid 
for average axial displacement by replacing p{r.z.t) with U:{r.:.l). .-Vverage pressure (displacement) 
at a chosen axial distance, r. and receiver radius, h. is easily computed and output as the FE.Vl marches 
in time. In addition, the FE model can be set to run in a plane wave mode. The plane wave output 
can then be modified by an appropriate diffraction correction and compared with the average pressure 
or axial displacement already computed. 
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show pressure and displacement wave fields radiated into an acoustic half space 
due to a plane piston source on the Huid surface. The source has a radius, a = 2J)inm {ka % 10). 
( / 
Figure o.!) Acoustic pressure in fluid half-space for t  - -  ti. l"2. for source 
radius, a  = 2 . o r n r n .  and center frequency, /d = IMHz 
and a center frequency, /o = IMHz. Three different times are superimposed to clearly demonstrate 
beam diffraction. A simple visual comparison shows the similarity between pressure. Fig. o.iJ. and 
axial displacement. Fig. •5.10(a). Differences are noticeable in the amplitude of the edge wave. For the 
displacement FE model a smooth roll-off of applied surface force at the aperture edge is necessary to 
suppress spurious shear modes that are generated at the source edge when the source is an ideal piston 
[l-l]. These modes are only a problem in a displaccmcnt-only FE fluid model when the shear modulus is 
zero. Roll-off has eliminates shear modes and reduces amplitude of longitudinal edge waves: therefore, 
some of the difference in amplitude between edge waves for pressure and a.\ial displacement is due to 
this smoothing at the source edge. 
Comparison of diffraction corrections 
.\ rigid baffle is defined by U;(r.O. t )  =  f ( t )  when r  < a  and U ; { r . Q . t )  =  0 when r > a. The pressure 
d i f f r a c t i o n  c o r r e c t i o n ,  e q .  4 . 2 5 .  f o r  t h e  c a s e  w h e n  t r a n s m i t t e r  a n d  r e c e i v e r  h a v e  t h e  s a m e  r a d i u s ,  a  =  b .  
and the transmitter is an ideal piston placed in a rigid baffle is 
4 r"^-
=  1 - - /  s i n - ( x ) d x  (5.26) 
^  Jn  
'/(jt) = + 4a- cos-(j:). (5.27) 
7S 
(b) 
Figure 5.10 .A.xiai. (a), and radial, (b) displacement in fluid half-space for 
i = 6. 12. ISfis for source radius, a = 'l.omm. and center fre­
quency. /o = l.VIHz 
7S) 
When ka '3> I and a = 6 this equation becomes (eq. 4.2tj) [5. 
D ^ ( S )  =  I - e-" [./aC2x/5) + i - h (2-/5)] 
5  =  : X / a - .  
(o.-iS) 
(5.29) 
The equation for D'^(S] is widely used because of its simplicity. Williams [52] extended this simple 
result to higher order. His result is 
D.-C.-.-.) = I - { (L - t) [•/o(C) + 'VUOI + ('>")} 
-A = n + j n -
k r 




A comparison of this slightly more complicated result with the exact integral expression, eq. .5.2!). shows 
that it is almost indistinguishable from the exact equation for all cases tested. The more common result, 
eq. .5.29. is compared with the exact diffraction correction for cases considered. For the case when a = 6 
Williams [52] has derived the following fornmla; 
4a-
~  J Q  «/-(x) - r-
D( .-.-•) = 
q ( x ]  =  \ / : - +  [ a  —  b ) ' - +  A a h c o 6 - ( x ) .  
wher e  [ 1 . 0-/6- ]  i m p l i e s  I  f o r  b  <  a  a n d  a ' / b -  f o r  b  >  a .  
— sin-(2jr)(/x (5.;t4) 
(o.;J5) 
-A. diffraction correction for axial displacement. u-(r. j.<), with pressure release or traction free 
boundary conditions on the fluid surface {u:{r.0.t) — J[l) r < a and />(/-.0.O = 0 r > u) is eaaiiy 
derived from a velocity potential given by Archer-Hall [;?]. 
arcos( jr) — a-
d x  (5.:5(5) 
(5.;{7) i/(x) = >|/r-a- — arcos(jr) + r-
where U;(r.;.u:) = d-oji^j and I'o = i^Co. After taking a derivative with respect to r. averag­
ing axial displacement over the radius of the receiver and dividing by a plane wave of displacement. 
U;(r.^ ) = —foe"''"-, the result is a diffraction correction for axial displacement for traction free bound­
ary conditions: 
ar cos(x) — a-D A = . ^ )  =  
' O -  J o  J o  q { x )  7 -(jr) - r-
r d x d r  (5.:{8) 
/(•r) = 
7(-r) 
q i x  
I- -^-f-
i k z -  i k q ( x )  (5.:59) 
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where subscript 'd' implies displacement and is a given by eq. oM7. Double integration is approx­
imated with 4 :< 4-point double Gaussian integration over a patch in the jrr-plane with one hundretl 
patches in the x and r directions, respectively. 
Figures -5.11 and .5.12 compare pressure and axial displacement diffraction corrections, eqs. 5.29. 
5 . . " 5 5  a n d  5 . ; 5 9 .  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  f o r  a  s o u r c e  w i t h  c e n t e r  f r e q u e n c y ,  / o  =  L . M H z .  a n d  r a d i u s ,  a  =  ' I . o m r n .  
transmitting into water. For this case ka st 10 which is relatively small so that significant diffraction 
effects exist for axial distances considered. In Fig. 5.11 the source and receiver have equal radii (a = 6) 
and distance between transmitter and receiver is varied. In Fig. 5.12 separation distance is held constant 
and ratio of receiver and transmitter radii, h/a. is varied. .\n important point demonstrated by- these 
plots is that relatively small variations in magnitude exist between pressure and axial displacement 
diffraction corrections. When a = b the simple formula for ka —r :>c. eq. 5.29. appears completely-
adequate as an approximation for exact cases. 
Figure 5.1^5 represents a 'forward' application of a diffraction correction, that is. a plane wave is 
'adjusted' by a diffraction correction to make it equivalent to a field of a finite aperture source averaged 
over a finite aperture receiver. Figure 5.i;{(a) is a plane wave ••omputed with the FE.\I and plotted 
versus increasing distance from the source. [n Fig. 5.lo(b) FE axisynimetric pressure ami a.xial 
displacement averaged over a receiver with a = h are compared. When pressure and axial displacement 
are forced to have the same time dependence they are almost indistinguishable for cases considered. In 
Figs. 5. U{(c)-(e) averaged FE axial displacement is compared with a plane wave adjusted by a diffraction 
correction for a.xial displacement, pressure (exact) and pressure {ka —r yz). respectively. In each 'rase 
differences are slight and diminish with distance from the sourcc. Other (rases were coniparcd '.vhen 
a h and a similar level of correspondence was noted. The only noticeable differences occur as distance 
to the source goes to zero. 
In principle the inverse of the diffraction correction is applied to a measured a.xisymmetric field to 
remove or 'divide out" beam spreading and return the field to a plane wave. .-Vny attenuation not due 
to beam spreading can then be recovered with plane wave techniques described previously. .\ simple 
test case for diffraction removal is presented in Fig. 5.14 where fluid bulk modulus is time dependent 
(viscoacoustic). For this calculation the following parameters were set: 
Vt„. Vuj = 1500. 1750 m/j,- (5.40) 
p = lOOO/ttf/m'^ (5.41) 
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Figure 5.11 Diffraction correction (d.c.). magnitude and angle, versus fre­
quency for 6/a = I at r = omrn. (a)-(b). r = l^irntn. (c)-{d). 
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Figure 5.12 Diffraction correction (d.c.). magnitude and angle, versus fre­
quency at r = omin for h/a = 0.5. (a)-(b). b/a = I. (c)-(d). 
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Figure -5.14 Plane wave and averaged FE a.xial displacement, (a): plane wave 
and averaged FE axial displacement with diffraction correction, 
(b) eq. .5.;{9; recovered attenuation and wave speed, (c) and (d) 
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Figure 5.14(a) compares a plane wave calculation with attenuation with a corresponding axisymmetric 
wave along the r-axis. Additional decrease in amplitude <iiie to beam spreading is apparent. Fig­
ure 5.14(b) shows an axisymmetric wave after a diffraction correction has been applied. Clearly, beam 
spreading has been removed and the axisymmetric wave has been returned to an equivalent plane wave 
traveling in an attenuating material. The attenuation and wave speed. Fig. 5.l4(c)-(d). are recovered 
with a one dimensional method such as the two-slab method previously discussed. This simple test 
case is representative of experimental methods for measuring mechanical properties of viscoelastic flu­
ids [25. 50]. Recording the wave at two different positions corresponds to a receiving transducer that 
has been repositioned relative to the transmitter. Both receiver and transmitter are immersed in the 
viscoelastic fluid which is a simpler measurement compared with measurement of a viscoelastic solid. 
In the case of a solid it must be immersed in fluid (water) to ensure adequate and consistent coupling 
of ultrasoimd into the specimen. To be studied in succeeding sections are systematic errors that occur 
in material property measurement when a diffraction correction is applied to an axisymmetric wave 
that has undergone transmission through a flu id-sol id-flu id system that includes partial reflections at 
interfaces. 
Two-Slab ajid Slab-Substitution Inverse Method Results 
In this section, the longitudinal stress relaxation modulus of a viscoelastic slab is reconstructed 
from traiismitted idtrasonic waves with two-slab and slab-substitution prop.igator methods. The slab 
is assuniefl ro be immersed in water and is defined to have material properties as given in eqs. 5.;i. 5.4 
and 5.5. The real and imaginary components of the frequency domain modulus are calcrulated from 
wave speed and attenuation. The wave speed and attenuation are the quantities computed directly 
from transmitted displacement with relevant equations front Chapter 4 on propagator inverse methods. 
First, a brief discussion of data processing is presented then a discussion of results follows. 
Data processing 
Figures 5.15 and 5.1(3 give an outline of the scheme for transforming recorded wave data at a given 
source center frequency, /u, into an estimate for the longitudinal modulus with two-slab and slab-
substitution methods, respectively. It has been noted previously that diffraction corrections require 
wave speed as a function of frequency for calculation, but wave speed is unknown in principle unknown. 
Typically, a reasonable estimate of wave speed at center frequency is obtained from comparing the 
difference in time of arrival for some prominent feature of the transmitted wave for two different slab 
.S(5 
tiiicknestie.s. for exatiiple. Wave speed estimated in this way is assiinietl to be constant over the useful 
bandwidth at a given center frequency. For calculations here wave speed is taken to be the exact 
wave speed at center frequency, see Table 5.2. In addition the slal>-substitution method requires a 
reflection measurement to estimate aslab s reflection i-oefficient. It is assumed that the reflection 
coefficient is a real constant and is approximated by the magnitude of the exact reflection coefficient at 
center frequency (see Table 5.2): 
There are a variety of clifferent variables such as source and receiver radius that could be varied 
to show their influence on modulus reconstruction. .\ select few are chosen that are considered most 
influential. They are aperture radius given in terms of ku. data measurement location, diffraction 
correction and slab thickness. For each method attenuation and wave speed are estimated over a band 
of frequencies centered at /o- A simple method of concatenation is employed to i-reate composite 
attenuation and wave speed curves. Where bandwidths overlap a simple average of the two curves 
is taken. Resultant composite curves may have sharp jumps at the overlaps. Some method (jf data 
smoothing could be applied but this was not attempted. Because the source is band limited attenuation 
and wave speed do not extend down to zero frequency. If the frequency domain modulus were simply 
set to zero below its low frequency limit, about lOOkHz. then the reconstructed time domain modulus 
would be severely degraded becau.se low frecjuencries contain general overall trend.s of the i^lata. With a 
prion knowledge of viscoelaistic materials it is reasonable to e.xtend low frequency data clirectly to zero 
frequency assuming data at zero frecjuency is equal to data at lOOkHz. .-V similar argument is made for 
high frequency data. In this case the last high frequency data point, at about l57MHz. is extended to 
IGHz. The choice of IGHz is arbitrary. 
For axisymmetric calculations Table 5.3 gives mesh spatial parameters. Basically, spatial step sizes 
were doubled compared with earlier one-dimensional calculations .so that spatial domains of sufficient 
extent could be modeled without interference from unwanted reflections from sidewalls. For a given 
source aperture radius the outside wall in the radial direction was set to four times the aperture radius 
to ensure no reflections from sidewalls interfered with recorded wave forms. The largest mesh contained 
9()0 X 456 four-node quadrilateral elements (4;!7.7(j0 elements) and a total of 878..'545 displacement 
variables. 
^  Z . r - \ Z , { f o ) \  
"  "  Z . , + | Z , ( / n ) |  (5.4;{) 
(5.44) 
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1. For ditfraction correction ris-sume wave speed lias been estimateti at /) 
2 .  Given: raw time trace of transmitted wave at /o and averaged over radius, a  
Window in time tiie first transmitted pulse without internal re-reHections (if possible) 
-L FFT the windowed transmitted wave and calculate spectrum. .•iP(^) 
5. Window the useful frequency bandwidth of transmitted wave spectrimi 
Repeat steps 2-0 for a slab of different thickness to obtain 
7. Compute and apply diffraction correction, eq. to remove geometric wave spreading: 
=  D ^ ( S „ ^ S l )  
DJ'i+AL = -r S l -r } 
8. (.'ompute atteiuiation and wave speed: 
•lt+A/.(-') ^•AZ. 
.-U(-) i OAi(-) 
9. Compute estimate of modulus for useful bandwidth centered at /o: 
. \ / ' ( ^ )  =  K ' ~ r ^ G ' = p r -
M " ( ^ ]  =  
1 - J-
[ l + . P ] - _  
[1+ .?-]•-
= 
10. Repeat steps 2-9 for another fo 
11. Combine modulus estimates for various bandwidths to form an overall estimate 
12. E.xtend low and high frequency modidus data to zero freciuency and IGHz. respectively 
l."{. Compute estimate of time domain modulus (IFFT): 
.1/(0 = :r-'[.U(^)] 
Figure 0.1-5 Data processing for modulus recovery with two-slab propagator 
method including diffraction correction for a.xisynmietric case 
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1. Assume reflection calibration has been performed to recover /o 
2. Given: raw time trace of transmitted wave at f,) and averaged over radius, a 
Window in time the first transmitted pulse without internal re-reflections (if possible) 
t. FFT the windowed transmitted wave and I'alculate spectrum, 
o. Window the useful frequency bandwidth of transmitted wave spectrum 
t). Repeat steps 2-5 for the case with slab removed to obtain 
7. (.'ompute attenuation and wave speed (assume phase angle. Oy- of R'^ is zero): 
a(.) = -—In 
I _ 
8. (.'ompute estimate of modulus for useful bandwidth centered at /j: 
.l/'(-) = A-' + -G"=pc-
M " { ^ ]  =  K " + - C ; " = p c -
1 -
[I + 
• u  
[TTTf 
. i ( ^ )  =  a(.^')c(^-) 
U. Repeat steps 2-8 for another /o 
10. Combine modulus estimates for various bandwidths to form an overall estimate 
11. Extend low and high frequency modulus data to zero frequency and IGHz. respectively 
12. Compute estimate of time domain modulus (IFFT): 
.\/(z) = [.\7(-<-)] 
Figure 5.1(5 Data processing for modulus recovery with slab-substitution prop­
agator method for axisymmetric case (no diffraction correction) 
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Table 5.2 VVa%'e speed and reflection coefficient at (-enter frequency. f,i 
/o (MHz) '-•((/o) (m/s) «,T 
l.O 170(5.0 -0.0(5412 
;{.16 1752.0 -0.0774;{ 
lO.O •2018.0 -0.1472 
2:588.0 -0.2284 
100.0 •2487.0 -0.2475 
Table 5.;5 Parameters for axisymmetric FE calculations at each center fre-
c|uency 
/o (MHz) h  { f i t n )  A/ (n.s) L i  i f i m )  L-> intn) L  i f i m )  
1.0 50.0 18.0 7500.0 7500.0 lOOO.O. 7000.0 
;!.I(5 1(5.0 5.7(5 2400.0 2400.0 49(5.0. 249(5.0 
lO.O 5.0 1.8 750.0 750.0 100.0. 700.0 
;n.() 1.(5 0.57(5 240.0 240.0 49.(5. -249.(5 
lOO.O 0.5 0.18 75.0 75.0 lO.O. 70.0 
Discussion of results 
With each FEM run one can easily generate megabytes of output. Plots in this .section have been 
"distilled" from much larger amoimts of data. Each composite modulus inc:ludes numerical appro.ximation 
errors from data processing routines as well as from the finite element method itself. Intimately entwined 
with nimierical errors are "systematic errors" defined to be those aspects of the total recorded waveform 
whose sole source is beam spreading. Beam spreading is essentially the main sounre of corruption in 
recovered moduli. In order to reduce numerical appro.vimation errors, a relatively large number of 
elements per wavelength have been utilized within the constraints of available computer resources and 
time. 
In what follows Figs. 5.17-0.20 refer to data recovered from a two-slab method and Figs. 5.21-0.24 
refer to data recovered from a slab-substitution method. In each case the first and .second set of four 
plots are attenuation and wave speed. The final two sets of four plots for each case are frequency and 
time-domain longitudinal moduli. 
Figures o.L7 and 5.18 show wave speed and attenuation recovered from transmitted axial displace­
ment from two slabs of different thickness. Transmitted fields were averaged over an aperture whose 
90 
radius equals the source radius. Averagin:? simulates a piezoelectric transducer of finite radius whose 
output voltage and current are proportional to the average total axial field incident upon its face. Re­
sults for two different source radii are shown, ka = 10. -50. and for two different measurement locations: 
water/slab interface. Li -r L. and backwalI/vacuum interface. Li -r L + L->- There is some improvement 
in attenuation and \vave speed estimates between LO.VIHz and lOO.VIHz when data is collected at the 
backwall/vacuum interface, but increasing aperture radius of source and receiver (ka = -50) clearly gives 
the greatest improvement in accuracy of reconstructed properties especially for attenuation. Recording 
waves at the backwall/vacuum interface simulates a receiver in the water bath while recording waves 
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Figure 5.17 Two-slab method: reconstructed and e.xact longitudinal wave at­
tenuation versus frequency for waves recorded at the water/slab 
interface with ka = 10. 50. (a) and (b). respectively, and the 
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Figure 5.18 Two-slab method: reconstructed and e.xact longitudinal wave 
.•jpwd vt^rsus frequcucv for waves recorded at the water/slab in­
terface with ku = 10. oO. (a) and (b). respectively, and the back­
wall/vacuum interface with ka = 10. 50. (c) and (d) 
.Vttenuation and wave speed recovered with and without diffraction correction is also shown in 
Figs. 5.17 and 5.18. .Vgain improvement is relatively slight in comparison with incre;ising aperture 
radius. If overall distance between source and receiver doubles or triples then a diffraction correction 
could be more important because decay due to beam spreading increases with distance. Results suggest 
that for pulsed meaiiurements it is beneficial to keep source and receiver as close together as possible 
as long as re-reflections do not overlap. For continuous wave measurements close pro.vimity of source 
and receiver can introduce systematic errors in measurements that are caused by standing waves set up 
between source and receiver. 
Possible causes for the large discrepancy in recovered attenuation could be internal re-reflections 
92 
corrupting recorrjed waves when the slab is at its thinnest (L = lOfim at lOOMHz). This cause is 
ruled out for two reasons. First, attenuation at /q = lOO.VlHz is about n/ = 0.012.VP/fiin and the 
reflection coefficient is about [Rjl = 0.247.5: therefore, upon one roundtrip through the slab a wave 
is reduced in amplitude by (0.247o)-e.Kp(—2 0.012 • 10) = 0.04818 or. in other words, a re-reflection 
is only about -oS? of the directly transmitted wave. This is not enough to account for the nearly tiOS^ 
increase in attenuation. Besides, if extra attenuation was due in some way to internal re-reHections 
then the same effect should appear in a.xisymmetric cases when aperture width increases and in one 
dimensional results, but in both cases discrepancies are less than or on the order of as shown in 
Figs. -5.ti(b) and .5.7(b). .N'umerical approximation error is also an unlikely source because there are 
at least twenty elements per shear wavelength in the slab at 100.MHz. .Vnother possible source of 
systematic error is shear/longitudinal mode coupling inside the slab at the slab/water interface giving 
rise to a.xial displacements on the slab surface that do not correspond to displacements due to purely-
plane wave modes. If this is true then the effect is reduced for increasing aperture radius because such 
mode coupling occurs farther out from the a.xis of symmetry near the "edge" of the ultrasonic beam's 
inner plane wave region. .A .S the a.xial displacement is averaged over the receiver, mode coupling effects 
are weighted less overall relative to the plane wave portion of the field when the aperture is wider. 
check on this possibility is left for further work. 
The two components of longitudinal modulus are computed from attenuation and wave speed es­
timates. The best correspondence between e.xairt and estimate occurs for measurement at the back-
wall with i-a = 50 as seen in Fig. 0.19(d). In general it appears that discrepancies in attenuation 
are smoothed when computins the mofluliis. In fact, when freqiien<-y d'^pendf'nr riindiiii ^r^* inverted 
to obtain their time dependent counterparts the resulting moduli. Fig. 5.20. all capture the general 
decaying-exponential trend of the data. For the worst case. Fig. 5.20(a). one might estimate the short-
time limiting modulus to be about 7GPa instead of 6.25GPa which is about a 129? increase. 
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show estimates from attenuation and wave speed for the slab-substitition 
method for two different thicknesses of the slab. Diffraction corrections were not applied in these 
cases. Recall that a wave is recorded at the same location with or without the slab placed in the 
propagation path between source and receiver. .\ visual comparison of attenuation estimated with a 
two-slab method. Fig. 5.17. and a slab-substitition method. Fig. 5.21. suggests that the two-slab method 
offers an improved estimate of high frequency attenuation in all cases. It appears that whatever the 
cause of gross discrepancies in attenuation and wave speed, compare Figs. 5.18 and 5.22. the effect is 
partially "cancelled out" when ratios of comple.x amplitudes are taken for waves transmitted through 
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Figure 5.20 Two-slab method: reconstructed and e.tact longitudinal modulus 
versus time for waves recorded at the water/slab interface with 
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Figure 5.21 Slab-substution method: reconstructed and exact longitudinal 
wave attenuation versus frequency for waves recorded at the wa­
ter/slab interface with ka = 10. 50. (a) and (b). respectively, and 
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two slabs of different thicknesses, [f one is to use a slab-substition method then Figs. -3.21 and 
imply that a slab thickness should be chosen so that transmitted waves undergo significant attenuation. 
For example, at lOO.VIHz Lmm = lO/xm and Lmax — TOiim so that one-way attenuation of a transmitted 
wave amplitude is eKp{—ai Lmtn) = 0.8869 and e.xp(—aj Lmax) = 0.4:517. respectively, .\ttenuation and 
wave speed estimates are generally improved when the thicker slab is employed. .Vgain. in spite of 
greater dicrepancies at higher frequencies the frequency and time-domain moduli. Figs. .5.2:5 and .5.24. 
respectively, all show reasonable agreement with the exact curve. Reasonable implies that a model for 
the modulus, if extracted from any of the estimates, would fall within about five or ten percent of the 
e.xact modulus both in amplitude and rate of decay. This may not be accurate enough to determine 
what molecular mechanisms are causing rela.xation but it is generally accurate enough for engineering 
forward models. In terms of ease of use the slab-substitution method is favored because it requires only 
one slab per frequency band. 
Hankel Transform Inverse Method Results 
The Hankel transform method, described in Chapter 4. is not a distinctly different method for 
recovering material properties, but it does represent a different method of data collection. Rather than 
a receiver with a radius similar to that of the transmitter. as.sume a relatively small "point-like" re<-eivpr 
that can be scanned along a radial outward from the a.xis of synmietry. The receiver stops at discrete 
points along the radial and records axial displacement as a function of time. Recorded displacements 
are <iimme«'l appr'~>x;imar»^ a Han.kel transforn! given below. For a finite aperture transniitrt^r tlure 
will be some radius (.VAr) beyond which continued scarming yields relatively negligible displacement 
and at that point further outward scanning ceases. In practice such a device would be approximated by 
a small piezoelectric hydrophone or a l;iser beam from a laser interferometer. These devices can have 
small but finite radius. Effects of finite receiver radius are not considered here but is left for further 
work. The two propagator methods, two-slab a£id slab-substitution, are re-examined with wave data 
collected that approximates a Hankel transform of order zero with transform parameter. set to zero: 
In principle all radial dependence of the wave is integrated out: therefore, only a plane wave remains 
and no diffraction correction is required. 
( 5 . 4 6 )  
9 8  
Data processing 
The finite element method is a full field method, that is. at any time step flisplacement is <-oniputed 
at all node points in the mesh. This fact makes calculating an appro.vimate Hankel transform straight­
f o r w a r d .  . - V t  e a c h  t i m e  s t e p  a x i a l  d i s p l a c e m e n t  a l o n g  a  c h o s e n  r a d i a l  i s  s u m m e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  e t j .  -t . -IT 
and the result is output to a file. Resvilting time traces for Hankel transformed axial displacement are 
processed according to procedures described in Figs, .t.1.5 and .5.1(5 except that a diffraction correction 
is not necessary. 
Discussion of results 
Figures 5.2-5 and 5.27 show attenuation and wave speed recovered at water/slab and backwall/vacuum 
interfaces with two-slab and slab-substitution Hankel transform methods, respectively. Previous results 
show that a smaller transmitter radius degrades accuracy of recovered quantities more relative to a 
larger aperture; therefore, it is sufficient to study the case when ka = 10. Compare Hankel transform 
results with previous two-slab results. Figs. 5.17(a). (c) and 5.18(a). (c). and slab-substitution results. 
Figs. 5.21(a). (c) and 5.22(a). (c). respectively. For the two-slab Hankel transform method there is clear 
improvement in reconstructed attenuation and wave speed especially at high frequencies. The deviation 
in attenuation in Fig. 5.25(a) is a^jsumed to be due to an internal re-reflection contaminating the first 
transmitted pulse. .Notice that both water/slab and backwall/vacuum interface results in Fig. 5.25(a) 
and (b) are indistinguishable to within a line-width suggesting any deviations from exact values are sys­
tematic errors arising from suurcea other than measurement loc-aiion. Fur the slai>substiiuiiou meiiioti. 
Fig. 5.27. there is some improvement in high frequency attenuation and wave speed but large discrepan­
cies still remain. .-V close comparison of Figs. 5.27(a) and (b) and Figs. 5.27(c) and (d) reveals that for 
two different measurement locations the reconstructed attenuation and wave speed are nearly identical. 
Discrepancies are reduced when a thicker slab is employed suggesting that whatever causes systematic 
errors between exact and recovered attenuation is suppressed more as the total attenuation. aL. in­
creases. .A. more thorough investigation of these differences is left for further work. Figures 5.2ti(a) and 
5.28 show frequency-domain moduli and Figs 5.2(j(b) and 5.29 show time-domain moduli. .V general 
observation is that a slab-substitution Hankel transform method with a thicker slab and a two-slab 
method with or without Hankel transform processing gives frequency and time-domain moduli with 
practically the same quality, at least in a visual comparison. 
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Figure 5.24 Slab-substution method: reconstructed and e.xact longitudinal 
modulus versus time for waves recorded at the water/slab inter­
face with ka = 10. 50. (a) and (b). respectively, and the back­
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Figure .5.25 Two-slab Hankel transform method: reconstructed and exact lon­
gitudinal wave attenuation ancl wave speed, (a) and (b). respec­
tively. versus frecjuency for waves recrorded at the water/slab anil 
backwall/vacuum interface with ka = 10 
Wave Splitting Inverse Method Results 
Propagator inverse methods described above can recover attenuation and wave speetl versus fre­
quency from transmitted wave data. From attenuation and wave speed a frequency dependent modulus 
is ••omputed. .-Vttenuation and wave speed cannot be recovered with a single measurement over a 
frequency band sufficiently wide enough to reconstruct, ultmiately. the tmie clependent rela.xation mod­
ulus. .A. time domain modulus is computed from its frequency domain counterpart via an inverse Fourier 
transform. The inverse Fourier transform requires knowledge of the modidus over a broad frecjuency 
spectrum relative to the source bandwidth at a particular center frequency, /y: therefore, a series of 
measurements at different center frequencies and slab thicknesses are required so that a composite mod­
ulus can be created as a function of frequency. This paradigm is fundamental and must be employed 
for recovery of data necessary for wave splitting inverse algorithms. 
[n contrast with propagator methods, wave splitting inverse methods require time domain reflection 
and transmission kernels. For homogeneous and isotropic viscoelastic media the specific wave splitting 
inverse algorithm described in Chapter :{ requires a transmission kernel for a single slab thickness. .\.s 
in propagator methods the same restrictions apply for recovery of the frequency dependent transmis­
sion kernel, that is. a piece of the kernel is determined over a frequency band with a slab thickness 
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Figure o.2() Two-slab Hankel transform method: reconstructed and exact lon­
gitudinal modulus versus frequency and time, (a) and (b). respec­
tively. for waves recorded at the water/slab and backwall/vacuum 
interface with ka = 10 
appropriate for that particular range of frequencies. Unfortunately, a slab thickness appropriate for 
mea-surements at a center frequency of one megahertz is at least one order of magnitude greater than 
the thickness appropriate for a center frequency of one hundred megahertz considering the specific at­
tenuation (material parameters) chosen for the model problem. This presents a unique challenge not 
encountered with propagator methods. Transmission kernel data measured at several different slab 
thicknesses must be converted to an equivalent transmission kernel valid for one overall slab thickness. 
In other words, if a slab thickness of one millimeter is appropriate for measurement at one megahertz 
and one tenth of a millimeter is appropriate for one hundred megahertz then transmission kernel data 
measured at one hundred megahertz must be translated to a thickness of one millimeter or vice versa. 
Only when all data is translated to the same thickness can the transmission kernel be estimated. Trans­
lating transmission kernel data from one slab thickness to another is explored under conditions of finite 
source and receiving aperture and location of measurement. .\s before transmitted waves are averaged 
over the receiver aperture to simulate a piezoelectric transducer. It is shown that a reasonable estimate 
for the time domain transmission kernel is obtained for a relatively thick and thin slab, respectively, 
but only the transmission kernel for a thin slab is suitable for recovery of the time domain relaxation 
modulus. Reasons for this point and overall discussion of the results conclude this section. 
io;{ 
Data processing 
Examples of time domain transmission kernels are shown in (.'hapter A distinguishing feature 
of transmission kernels with front and back wail impedance mismatch. Tf{Q. L.t). are finite jumps at 
times corresponding to multiples of a wave's round trip time through the slab. -). In principle, all 
of the round trips must be accounted for. but in practice only the first round trip is utilized because 
higher order internal reflections are usually highly attenuated compared to the first transmitted wave 
and because greater deviation from a plane wave accumulates in higher order transmitted waves. From 
the definition of the .scattering operator. Tj. in eq. :5.87 with front and backwall impedance mismatch, 
the first round trip through the slab (j = 0) is 
+ ro/2) =r/« + (0.O [7/ « (O.O- (0.18) 
L'pon Fourier transforming this equation the transmission kernel is written formally as 
tsiO.L.^) = -^7>(0. (.-,..19) 
I 
I t  i t  
From a simple boimce diagram approach (see appendix, eq. .V.l'i) the frequency domain transmission 
and reflection operators for times less than one round trip through the slab are written by inspection: 
•JZjiO.L.^) = (.-)..V2) 
where subscript ".V" implies normalized slab propagator (see appentli.x. eq. and "/" and "6" imply 
front and backwall. The "f's are front and backwall impedance-mismatched transmission coefficients. 
-Vssuming material on either side of the viscoelastic slab is water the term J ^ (^•) becomes 
= I - (rj;(^-))- (o.o;{) 
where 
- +  /  \  I -  -  , \  
••"/I'' = z., + 
Z„e(-.) = \ Jp^^ \ ! ( ^ )  (o.oo) 
~ Pw^w-  (*).0()) 
The wave propagator. Pv(-^')- has the form 
1 0 4  
w lie re 
lim a(^) = (0.08) 
lim c(^) = V'l.j. (5.59) 
Finally, the desired frequency dependent transmission kernel for the first transmitted wave is 
t f ( O . L . ^ ] = -  i—[(l-(r,7 (^))-)r/oPv(-.)l - dn .  (5.fi0) 
I - ('*0 )- I- J 
The zero and infinite frequency limits are 
lim f/(0. i.-.) = ^ [(I-(r,i^(0))-)f/.)j -t/o (o.fU) 
-.-•-o I  — (Tq )- L J 
lim 7/(0./I.^•) = 0. (5.(52) 
Figure 5.;J0 outlines steps for recovery of a relaxation modulus from a transmission kernel valid for one 
effective slab thickness, ^pff- created from transmission kernels determined at different thicknesses ami 
frequency bands. 
"Star product" for combining transmission kernels 
In Chapter 3 an algebraic composition or product of operators, called a star product, was introduced. 
It is an essential building block for invariant embedding methods and a key to constructing general one-
dimensional integro-differential equations for reflection and transmission kernels. Equations -;5.;J(5 
are the star product operator equations for addition of a thin slab at the left most interface of an 
e.^isting slab. 
In general, the star product of two operator scattering matrices is given in eq. :!.;!2 and repeated 
here with subscipt "l* and "2 '  denoting slab one and slab two. respectively. 
"*• . (•).t5«5) 
The appropriate star product for combining transmission operators for two slabs, eq. is 
-1 
=  T j \  [ I  - r + .  ( 5 . ( 5 4 )  
Due to the spatial .symmetry of the viscoelastic slab R-l y = and superscipts can be dropped. The 
transmission operators and kernels are known to be functions only of frequency: therefore, operator 
ordering can be ignored. With these simplifications the transmission kernel star product becomes 
10.5 
For rnses to be considered the T/ . i  =  T j  z  and 'R .f i  — that is. operators for the same slab are 
combined to yield a transmission operator in the frequency domain for a .slab twice the original thickness. 
Equation 5.6-5 becomes 
In order for this star product to be practically useful some appro.ximations must be made. .Vs w?uj done 
for the slab-substitution method, the reflection operator is appro.\imated by the reflection coefficient at 
/() or R.f(Q. L.^] % r'^j(fn) = therefore. 
where R'^ is .selected from Table 5.2 for the relevant /i. 
The star product method can be continued, in principle, to obtain an equivalent transmission kernel 
for a slab of thickness '.]L. \L. oL. etc. When finished the transmisson kernel must be recovered for 
input into the inverse algorithm. For a star product of "j" identical slabs the transmission operator and 
kernel are. respectively. 
TjiQ.jL.^) = i_7}(0.i/:.-)-(</„H 
I - (nT)-
(,/„K = s--""'-'/-'(5.70) 
Of course combining two transmission operators to obtain the transmission operator of a slab twice as 
thic-k. for example, begs the question '(-an the transmi.ssion operator for a slab with half the thickness. 
L/'l. be obtained from a transmission operator for .slab with thickness L iider i-urreni conditions 
and  assumpt ions  the  answer  i s  yes .  Wi th  eq .  5 . (57  the  t r ansmiss ion  opera to r  fo r  a  s l ab  wi th  th ickness  L 
is 
7>(0. L/2.^-) = ^[\-[Rt)-\Tj{^.L.^) (5.71) 
and the corresponding transmission kernel is 
r;(0.i/2.^-) = - (0.72) 
( '*0 )"  
_1_ 
'• 
[da)"- = (5.7:5) 
[n general, for halving the original slab "j" times the resulting transmission kernel is 
T>(0.Z:/2-'.^) = ^-r 
Li = i 
[fsiQ.L.^)]"- -[da]"- (5.74) 
[c/c,]''- = . (5.75) 
lOfi 
The term. r,|. is the front-wall "hard" reflection coefficient defined by eq. ;i.76. It is assumed that 
p,| % /?dl/„=iQo.Uffc in all cases. 
Discussion of results 
Table o. t gives estimates for high-frequency wavefront attenuation, (f.;. when L = LOO^ifn and /o = 
lOO.VIHz. Estimates for do versus aperture radius confirms again that increasing aperture radius relative 
to wavelength gives the greatest improvement in accuracy of measured quantities. Figures 5.;5l and 
show frequency domain transmission kernels that have been created by translating transmission kernel 
fragments recovered within each frequency band to an effective slab length. and then combining 
translated fragments together to form a complete kernel. Where there is overlap in kernel fragments 
at band edges the fragments are simply averaged together. For each frequency band the actual slab 
thickness is given in Table o.o with the corresponding Lpfj- at the top of each i.-olunm. For example, 
at fn = lOO.MHz the transmission kernel was translated from an actual slab thickness of LOO//fn to an 
effective slab thickness of Irrim by application of eqs. 0.68-0.70. a ten-fold increase in slab thickness 
{j = 10). For translating from a Imrn thick slab to a O.l'Jouun slab requires application of eqs. -5.74 
and 0.75 with j = ;5. a decrease in slab thickness of eight times. 
When kernel data are translated to = Lrrjm as in Fig. o.;U. the resulting time-domain trans­
mission kernels in Figs. .5.;{l(b) and (d) immediately reveal several important points. Ignoring for the 
moment deterioration in the recovered kernel due to various systematic effects such as aperture width, 
the kernels have a peak at about "iOOnA-. This implies that an incident wave convolved with any of these 
kernels to produce a transmitted wave will be delayed in time relative to the incident wave by about 
200h.s plus, of course, the time delay for the wavefront to traverse the slab. ~)/'l = -toona". or about 
600ns in total. The low frequency limiting wave speed is I700'ri/s and the time delay across the slab 
for a wave traveling at this speed is about ^SSns. The main point is that the slab is a filter and is 
effectively eliminating high frequencies from transmitted waves. VV'hile this is not a surprising result it 
has profound consequences for recovering the relaxation modulus. In contrast Fig. o.32 shows frequency 
and time domain transmission kernels for an effective slab length ofO.l'iomm. In particular notice the 
difference in short-time response of Figs. o.;}2(b) and (d) compared with Figs. 0.31(b) and (d). The 
kernels for = O.Vlomrn peak near time zero as opposed to 200nA- for kernels with = Im/n. 
.\s time goes to zero in Figs. 0.31(b) and (d) the kernels show increased oscillation due to loss of high 
frequency information. Figure 5.33 demonstrates the effect that slab thickness has on frequency and 
t ime  response  o f  the  t r ansmiss ion  ke rne l .  In  F ig .  5 .33(a )  normal ized  magni tude  spec t ra  fo r  — Irnm 
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Figure 5.29 Slab-substitution Hankel transform method: reconstructed and 
exact longitudinal modulus versus time for waves recorded at 
the water/slab interface, (a), and backwall/vacuum interface, (b). 
with ka = 10 
1 0 9  
1. Assume water's acoustic impedance. Z,r. and slab thickness. L. are known then estimate 
ril and di) from a transmission measurement at the highest available frequency (lOO.MHz 
in this case) 
2. From % f^ai/o = lOO.MHz) (see Table 5.2) estimate 1/^ and tq and from (/n estimate 
o-x; % ^(/o = lOO.MHz) and no 
:l. Given: raw time trace of transmitted wave. u '^{L . t ) .  at /o and averaged over radius, a  
4. Window in time the first transmitted pulse without internal re-reflections (if possible) 
o. FFT the windowed transmitted wave and calcrulate spectrum. u'*'( L.^) 
fj. Window the useful frequency bandwidth of transmitted wave spectrum 
7. Repeat steps 2-t5 for the incident wave. u"''(0. f)- recorded with slab removed at the position 
of the slab's front interface 
8. Compute estimate of transmission kernel: 
where 7/(0. L.^;) = u'*'(L.^)/u'^(0.^) 
9. Repeat steps 2-8 for another source center frequency, /j. and appropriate slab thickness. 
L 
10. Translate all transmission kernel estimates for various bandwidths and slab thicknesses 
to one effective slab thickness, i^ff. by means described in the te.xt 
IL. Combine iransmission kernel estimates translated to one effective slab thickness to form 
an overall estimate of the transmission kernel versus frequency 
12. E.vtend low and high frequency transmission kernel data to zero frequency and LGHz. 
respectively 
l;5. Compute estimate of time domain transmission kernel (IFFT): 
Tj (Q.L^ f^ . l )  = :r-i[f;(O.L,ff..)] 
14. With wave splitting inverse algorithm estimate time domain rela.Kation modulus. M(t ) .  
with  Tf (Q.  do .  r j .  £ .g f f .  pu , .  c^ ,  and  p ,  as  inpu t s ,  spec i f i ca l ly :  {pw •  Co . . .  p , .  r ^ )  => 
Vt,j. (^ij./^eff) ^0- (<^0.70) => «o- and (t/o. r+. tq. no. 7/(0. 0)) => Ho 
Figure 5.30 Data processing for time domain relaxation modulus recovery from 
estimated transmission kernel for an effective slab thickness. 
[ L . ^ ]  
u+(0. -d .  
1 1 0  
Table o.4 Estimates from FEM calculations for wavefront attenuation. cIq. in­
finite frequency attenuation, a^. and derivative of normalized creep 
compliance at short time. ho. for /o = 100.MHz and L = lOO^irn: 
e.xact values for computing percent difference are (/o = 0.29'Jti. 
a-v: = 12..\'p/mm and no = (01.44(10")^"' (b.w.. \v.. v.. and 
s. denote backwall. water, vacuum and slab, respectively) 
radius interface l i t )  do A^c (Sp / tnrn)  A7r Hq (.Vf.s no A7c 
ka  =  10 
w./s. 0.1795 -38.7 17.12 ;!9.;} 87.15 41.8 
b.vv./v. 0.1448 -50.5 19.;$2 57.2 98.44 (50.2 
lea — -30 
w./s. 0.28:{4 -:5.1ti I2.fjl 2.f52 t)2.44 
b.w./v. 0.2788 -4.7:5 12.77 ;{.92 (i;5.20 2.86 
Table -t..') .Actual slab thicknesses. L. for corresponding center frequency, /o. 
and effective slab thickness. 
ipff = I mm = 0. r25mrn 
fo  (MHz) L inm)  L  ( f im)  
l.O lOOO.O 1000.0 
3.16 496.0 496.0 
10.0 250.0 250.0 
:U.6 249.(5 249.6 
lOO.O 100.0 62.5 
I l l  
1.2 
^ 1.0 
0.8 O e 
-S 0.6 
c o 
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( b )  (d) 
Figure .3.;) I Wave splitting inverse method: reconstructed and e.xact transmis­
sion kernel versus frequency and time for waves recorded at the 
water/slab and backwall/vacuum interface and = hnm for 
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(b )  (d) 
Figure o.;52 Wave splitting inverse method: reconstructed and e.xact transmis­
sion kernel versus frequency and time for waves recorded at the 
water/slab and backwall/vacuum interface and = 0.125rnm 
for ka = 10. (a) and (b). and for ka = .50. (c) and (d) 
i i ; {  
exact kernels for and O.riornm are plotted along with the magnitude spectrum of the relaxation modulus. 
The kernel spectrum for I mm becomes negligible even before the modulus has reached its low to high 
frequency transition region. On the other hand the kernel spectrum for 0.125»irn has a non-zero overlap 
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f h )  
Figure Wave splitting inverse method: comparison of transmission ker­
nels for iLgff = 0. rio. I r r i rn  with relaxation modulus: normalized 
magnitude spectra, (a), short-time behavior, (b) 
Figure .l.;!;'(b) shows the first one hundred nanoseconds of the modulus and two exact transmissions 
kernels. Recall that the wave splitting inverse algorithm reconstructs a relaxation modulus progressively 
from time zero: therefore, quality of the short-time portion of the transmission kernel directly influences 
short-time quality of the reconstructed modulus, [f the short-time portion of the transmission kernel is 
sensitive to small changes, for example noise, then it is difficult to obtain an accurate reconstruction of 
the modulus for short time. With this regard the kernel for = O.l'Jomm has the advantage that its 
short-time features are emphasized. .\ more insightful point is that essential time scales inherent in the 
kernel for = 0.l25mm is commensurate with time scales of the modulus whereas time scales of the 
kernel for = I mm is at least an order of magnitude greater, [n other words important time domain 
features of the kernel for the thinner slab occur on appro.ximately the same time scale as decay of the 
modulus, but just the opposite is true for the kernel for the thicker slab. .\ consequence of the this 
disparity in time scales is that no estimate for the time-domain modulus could be recovered with the 
wave splitting algorithm from approximate kernels shown in Figs. o.;51(b) and (c). Several attempts to 
"help" the algorithm failed. Only with the exact kernel would the inverse algorithm produce a modulus. 
On the other hand. Fig. 5.;{4 shows the estimates for the modulus obtained with approximate kernels 
I M  
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Figure 5.;!4 Wave splitting inverse method; reconstructed and exact longitu­
dinal relaxation modulus versus time for waves recorded at the 
water/slab and backwall/vacriumi interface and = 0. rJ5/rifri 
for ka  = 10. (a), and for ka  =  .^0. (b) 
presented in Figs. .T.;5'2(b) and (d). The algorithm had no difficulty producing modulus estimates, but 
clearly the approximate kernels for ka = -51) produced much better modulus estimates especially in 
long-time response. 
Summary 
Three methods for measurement of vi.scoelastic properries are compared and i-oiitrasted: two propa­
gator methods (two-slab and slab-substitution) and a novel method denoted as wave splitting, .\nother 
method, the Hankel transform method, is applied to propagator inverse methods and shown to improve 
recovered attenuation and wave speed for the .smaller aperture, ka = 10. The finite element method 
serves as a numerical test bed for illustrating effects of variables such as aperture radius, measurement 
location, etc.. on longitudinal modulus reconstruction. Results show that propagator inverse methods 
are more robust in terms of collection of measurable data and are not restricted to a single slab thick­
ness. On the other hand, it is shown that, in principle, wave splitting inverse methods can recover 
moduli if transmission kernel data measured at various slab lengths is translated to a single equivalent 
slab length. It is shown that a transmission kernel with decay time on the order of the decay time of the 
modulus is necessary for recovery of a time-domain modulus with the wave splitting inverse algorithms. 
This point implies a transmission kernel for a thinner slab with thickness appropriate for measurements 
II.') 
at tlie highest available frequencies (~ lOOMHz) is required for modulus recovery. It is evident from 
results in all cases that aperture width has the greatest effect on accuracy of the reconstructed mod­
ulus especially for high frequencies. Surprisingly, a modulus reconstructed with wave data recorded 
at the water/slab interface is generally less accurate at high frequencies than a modulus reconstructed 
with data taken at the bacicwall/vacuum interface. .-Vnother surprise is that an often used diffraction 
correction provides almost negligible improvement in estimating moduli from wave data that includes 
decay due to beam spreading. Earlier in this chapter it is demonstrated that diffraction corrections 
could effectively remove decay due to geometric beam spreading from a wave propagating in a single 
homogeneous acoustic medium. In situations where distances between .source and receiver are much 
greater than considered here, diffraction could be more significant: therefore, a diffraction correction 
could be more important. 
IK)  
CHAPTER 6 VISCOELASTIC MEDIA WITH MULTIPLE 
RELAXATIONS 
Introduction 
A simple single-exponential model for viscoelastic moduli manifests most of the relevant properties 
of real materials and is sufficient for studying questions posed in previous chapters. However, forward 
modeling of real materials requires a model that incorporates nuiltiple rela.vation mechanisms, [n 
general, materials have moduli that are best represented by a continuous spectrimi of relaxation times 
In a numerical model a continuovis spectrum is usually approximated by a riiscrete sum of decaying 
exponentials (a Prony series). There are at least two ways to approximate a continuous spectrum of 
relaxations with a Prony series model. The first assumes a spectrimi composed of a finite sum of Dirac 
delta functions with appropriate amplitudes and translations, for exanjple. 
Integration over the spectrum is rcduccd to a finite sum of decaying exponentials. The se<-onii method 
assumes the spectrum is piecewise linear, then integration over the spectrum is accomplished with the 
trapezoidal rule. In this case the spectrum is effectively a Prony series but with amplitudes defined 
by the width of the chosen intervals of integration. Both of these methods are described in detail in 
chapter 2. Example calculations with both methods follow. 
One question that is studied is "how many relaxation times are necessary in a forward model to 
approximate accurately a continuous spectrum for a given source bandwidth?" The answer will depend 
on relative bandwidth between modulus and source. particular representative example is chosen with 
parameters described in Chapter 2. For the first method a continuous spectrum is approximated by a 
discrete sum of exponentials beginning with a single exponential. In each subsequent run the discrete 
rela.vation spectrum is increased incrementally by one relaxation mechanism, that is. by adding one 
decaying exponential. .\s more relaxations are added, waves are recorded at a particular location and 
((5.1) 
1 1 7  
convergence of the wave is observed as the number of relaxation mechanisms increases. This approach 
is repeated for a se<-ond method except that the number of integration intervals is increased in each 
rtm. As the number of exponentials or integration intervals is increased, it is shown that computed 
waveforms converge to the same result for both methods. Finally, a short section follows that describes 
the computation time required for a given number of relaxations and elements in a mesh. 
Approximate Models for Continuous Relaxation Spectra 
.\s described in a previous Chapter 2 .  two common models for viscoelastic moduli are the KWW 
and H.\ functions: they are. respectively. 
Ok,r ,At )  =  e-Hi t )  0 < . i < l  ( ( 5 . 2 )  
= I-FT—7-^^ TTr («-{) 
These functions do not form a Fourier transform pair, but both of these functions are derived from 
c-ontinuous distributions of relaxations or relaxation spectra (see Chapter 2). The KWW fimction is 
a time domain relaxation function and is also known as a "stretched exponential fun<"tion." The H.\ 
function is a frequency domain function first introduced by Havriliak [21] for modeling rela.xation in 
dielectric materials. 
.\lvarez [1. 2] has desc-ribed approximate interconnections between the KWW and H.\ fimcti<3ns. In 
particular for various values of the KWW parameter. J. he has optimized the H.\ parameters, (a.- ), 
such that the HX function is a "best fit" for the KWW function with given .i. He has sunmiarized 
values for J and corresponding values for (a.-) in a useful table. For each .set of (J: a. -) he also gives 
the ratio between the characteristic relaxation times. . For calculations here r/,n = 87ons. 
(a. 7) = (0.8091. 0.-5105) and r/,„ = 2.9L74rfc^.,t.. which is a model for a KWW fun<-tion with .i = O.o 
and % ;500ns. The relaxation spectra are shown in Fig. (5.1 and normalized moduli and source 
spectrum are plotted in Fig. (5.2. 
.\pproximating a continuous spectrum of relaxations with a discrete sum of exponentials reciuires 
a method of optimizing for unknown amplitudes and characteristic relaxation times. The discrete 
spectrum is represented by rela.xation times and amplitudes, (r, . .4, ). and is a model for the continuous 
spectrum lii,„{r) (eq. 2.40). The discrete modulus in time and frequency is 
•v„ 
-
,(0 = //(O ((5.4) 
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1 = 1 
(()..')) 
(fi.15) 
and Ti < r> <  . . .  <  The subscript "p" denotes Prony series. ( Jiven .\'p e.Kponentials there are ' 2 .\'p 
unknowns to fit. .V modified Levenberg-.VIarquardt algorithm (.S.VLSIE) available in the public: domain 
software library known as SL.A.TEC' was employed to fit the real part of the normalized rela.\ation 
modulus. w'(_). computed with given H.V parameters, to m'(_) computod with the frequeacy-dotnaia 
Prony series model, ec). (5.5. reasonable initial guess is required for convergence. .Vn optimization 
utilizing both real and imaginary components of m{^) or m"{^) alone yielded no significant differ­
ence in computed amplitudes and rela.vation times. For reference normalized components of the (H.V) 
longitudinal modulus, eq. are 
= 
m"{^)  =  
o  = arctan 
M, -  M.  
M , - M .  [ l + c o s ( ^ ) ( - r ) " ] ^  
s i n ( 2 f ) ( - < r ) ^  
COS^(<i))  COS (70) 
[ l + c o s ( ^ ) p - ) " ] ^  
:o.s^(o) sin(-.o) 




'SL.VTEC is a software library of mathematical subroutines in FORTR.\.\' that was createcl by researchers at ^janclia 
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Figure ().;! Relaxation spectra: ('ontinuous versus discrete for increasing num­
ber of exponentials in discrete spectra (lines are guides for the eye) 
Figure shows graphically the optimized results for increasing . \ 'p. The lines are provided as guides 
for the eye. As the number of exponentials increases, discrete spectra slowly approac-h the continuous 
spectrum in shape and magnitude. Table (5.1 lists actual amplitudes and relaxatioti times. 
Approximations to the continuous H.\ spectrum for the second method are shown in Fig. (5.-1 where 
.V^ designates the number of points in a piecewise linear approximation aiul .V,. — I is the number of 
intervals. .Vcr.ual integration points are given in Table (i.2. N'o special oprimization wa.s appiieil ro 
determine locration of points or number of intervals. Other integration .schemes such a:5 Simpson'.s rule 
or Gaussian quadrature were also considered, but will be left, for further work. 
Real and imaginary components of normalized longitudinal modulus. rh{u;). are shown in Fig. (j.o 
computed with optimized parameters given in Table (5.1 for .\ 'p = I. 2. The bumpy appearance of the 
modulus for .\'p = 2. ;{ occurs because the relaxation times in the discrete spectrum are so relatively far 
apart that their overlap can be discerned. In spite of this waves computed with Xp = 3 are practically 
equivalent to waves computed with a discrete spectrum having .\ 'p = 10. Wave speed and attenuation 
for various .Vp compared with a continuous H\ spectrum are shown in Fig. (5.(5. Attenuation plotted 
in Fig. (5.f5(b) shows that, for a Dirac delta spectrum, attenuation approaches a finite limit at high 
frequency whereaii attenuation for an HN spectrum is not bounded for increaising frequency. The reason 
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Table 6.1 Discrete spectra for increasing .Vp. see Fig. 
P = 0 
-u-TT r, (tis) -"ii 
l 0.(5816 0.06026 
2 i;$.o9 0.1416 
126.4 0.2972 
4 711.4 0.4107 
•5 5491. 0.09019 
.\p — 4 
# - (ns) .4. 
I 1.67:5 0.09;{;5i 
V 0.22is;{ 
:56*).o 0.4684 
4 2440. 0.2100 
.Vp = 
M. TT r, (ns) • l. 
I 6.215 0.1720 
2 155.1 0.4;! 15 
l:U)7. j 0.:!965 
.Vp = 2 
r. (ns) -4, 
I ;!0.54 j 0.:{598 
2 7ia.6 0.6402 
.Vp = 1 
# i (ns) -A. 
1 628.1 1.000 
-U-TT r. (ns) -l. 
l 0.06840 0.01782 
2 0.8219 0.0;{829 
6.148 0.07412 
4 ;54.94 0.i;$79 
5 169.8 0.2578 
6 67(5.7 0.;5470 
7 2890. 0.109:5 
8 ;522 80. 0.01766 
A p  —  7  
# r. (ns) .4. 
I 0.1858 0.0:5109 
2 2.927 0.06998 
;5 24.69 0.i:598 
[ 147.:5 0.26:52 
5 6:59.;5 0.;5607 
6 2745. 0.1168 
7 ;!0790. 0.01848 
.Vp = 6 
# ~i (ns) .4. 
I 0.:5i:50 0.04084 
2 5.520 0.09416 
:5 49.47 0.19:59 
4 :502.l 0.:!6:58 
5 1290. 0.2667 
6 12640. 0.04058 
.Vp = 10 
tr - (ns) -4. 
l 0.029:51 0.010:55 
2 0.245:5 9.02049 
;5 1.521 0.0:5852 
4 7.924 0.07100 
5 •»T 0.l::28 
(5 170.:; 0.2492 
7 65(].:5 0.:5:559 
8 2426. 0.1156 
9 14470. 0.02165 
10 165100. 0.004447 
.Vp=9 
M. 
rr r. (ns) .4. 
1 0.06940 0.01788 
2 0.8247 0.0:581:5 
:5 6.127 0.07:588 
4 ;54.6:5 0. i:S68 
5 166.:5 0.252:5 
6 646.4 ().:!:585 
1 2414. 0.1162 
8 14260. 0.02185 
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Figure fj.-l Relaxation spectra: continuous versus piecewise linear for increas­
ing number of integration intervals 
Table (5.2 Points. .V,.. that define numeriral integration intervals of continuous 
spectra, see Fig. f).4 
A'e = (5 
# n (ns) -A, 
I 0.009954 0.002782 
2 o.;{96;} 0.01275 
:5 15.78 0.0591 
4 628.1 0.2800 
•5 25000. 0.006621 
6 995400. 0.000:5102 
# - (ns) -A, 
I 6.281 0.04014 
2 628.1 0.2800 
62810. 0.00;i006 
.V,, = [0 
# - (n^) .1. 
I 0.06281 0.005954 
2 0.:{96;{ 0.01275 
;{ 2.500 0.027:55 
4 15.78 0.0591:5 
5 99.54 0.i:522 
6 628.1 0.2800 
7 :m:i. 0.0:5995 
8 25000. 0.006621 
9 157800. 0.001:597 
10 995400. 0.000:5102 
for this is that contributions to high frequency attenuation come from the small but non-zero tail in 
the relaxation spectrum for decreasing relaxation time. For comparison low and high frequency limits 
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(0 < a < 1). 




''J J - — • 
When - = o = I attenuation limits for an HX spectrum revert to a Dirac delta spectrum with a single 
relaxation. 
For low frequencies H.\' attenuation behaves as with 0 < a < I. This suggests that wirh 
proper choice of parameters an H.\' spectrum could be a model, over a limited frequency range, for 
materials with power law attenuation, chat is. a(^) = I < !/ < -• -Manmialian tissue is an 
e.xample of such a material [12]. VVismer [54] presents finite element results for pulsed acoustic pressure 
wave propagation in materials with power law attenuation. Her numerical work was motivated by 
theoretical studies on time domain PDE's for lossy media with power law attenuation (Szabo [ lo. 4(5j). 
W'ismer's method utilizes a Z-transform to convert a pressure wave equation including attenuation from 
frequency domain to discrete time. In her approach a power law attenuation model, transformed to 
discrete time with the Z-transform method, requires a series t^xpansiuti that i» sliuwn to diverge, ljut 
reasonable results were obtained if only a small number of terms (< 7) are included in the expansion. 
In comparison, methods for lossy wave propagation developed here show no computational instability 
or signs of divergence for increasing number of e.\.ponential terms. 
Model Calculations 
computational domain with only one material type is assumed. .Material properties are given 
in eqs. 0.3. 5.4 and 5.5 with spectral properties described in this chapter. .\ finite aperture source is 
assumed with /o = lOMHz. a = 500pm and ka w 13. Grid spacing is Ar = Ar = Ofirn and the time 
step is A/ = L.8ns. The number of elements in the mesh is 500 x 500 = 250.000 and the total number 
of unkowns is 2 x 501 x 501 = 502.002. L'nder these conditions there are about thirty-four elements 
12;! 
1.2 


























Figure (5.5 Real. (a), and imaginary, (b). components of longitudinal modulus. 
m(^). computed for increasing .\'p and compared with exact H\ 
modulus 
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Figure 6.(5 Comparison of wave speed, (a), and attenuation, (b). for 
HN-spectrum and Dirac delta spectra 
per shfar wavelength—more than adequate to model shear wave prop.igation arciirately. 
Figures ti.T and ti.8 show axial displacement recorded at four different poriitions along the ;-axis. 
[n each plot the solid line represents a wave computed with a Dirac delta spectrum that contains ten 
relaxations (see Table fi.l). For comparison waves are also computed with A'p = I. 2. When .Vp = 
the wave is almost indistinguishable from that computed with .Vp =: 10. With just one relaxation the 
model cannot capture appropriate rates of decay of the longitudinal wave and especially the shear wave 
which appears at late time in each figure. With Xp = 2 the computed waveform is a fair approximation 
to the case with .\p = U) and ; = 2o0. oOOftm. but correspondence deteriorates with increasing distance 
from the source. In all cases the same results hold for off a.xis positions but are not shown. 
Figure (5.9 compares waves computed with a Dirac delta spectrum. Xp = 10. and spectral density 
integrated by trapezoidal rule with increasing number of integration intervals. .V,. = ti, 10 (see 
Table (i."2 and Fig. fi.4). With .\V = fi the Dirac delta and integrated spectral 'lensity produce waves 
indistinguishable to within a line width. .\ trade off is that si.x e.Kponentials are required for an integrated 
spectral density while only three e.xponentials were required for convergence of the Dirac delta spectrum. 
Further work will investigate other methods for spectra integration that require fewer exponentials to 
achieve convergence. 
Computer Run-Time Information 
The computer employed for all a.Kisymmetric calculations was a Silicon Graphics Power Onyx with 
eight 194 .MHz MIPS-R10000 CPL 's and "2048 Mbytes of random access memory. The computer is owned 
jointly by the Condensed .Matter Physics group. Iowa State (.'niversity. and the Scalable Compuring 
Laboratory in .Vmes Laboratory, .\lthough the Onyx is capable of running multiprocessor parallel code, 
it serves as a research computer for many users (~ lo) running serial programs. .V series of timing runs 
was made for increasing number of elements and rela.xation times. The results are shown in Fig. (j.lO. 
The time represented along the ordinate axis is total time spent in the system" and not the total 
clock-on-the-wall running time which is largely dependent on the number of users at any given moment. 
Programs were submitted and run under a queuing system known as DQS^. 
•The L'NIX function for run time measurement is "time." 
'DQS is an experimental batch queuing system developed at the Supercomputer Computations Research Institute at 
Florida State L niversity. 
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Figure (5.8 Axial displacement on the axis of symmetry for increasing number 
of relaxations included in discrete spectrum; (a) r = 7oO//m. (b) 
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Figure (j. 10 Elapsed CPU time in hours versus mesh size and number of expo­
nentials in the relaxation spectrum 
Summary 
Real viscoelasric materials have a ronrinuous distribution of relaxation times. Relaxation distribu­
tions are modeled by a finite sum of decaying exponentials. In one case a distribution is modeled by 
a Dirac flelta spectrum whose amplitudes and relaxation times are optimized in a least squares sense 
to fit a continuous HN distribution. With another closely related method a continuous spectrum is 
integrated with a trapezoidal rule, but no optimization was attempted for this case. .\ representative 
calculation is presented showing that as little as three clecaying e.vponentials are required to model accu­
rately ultrasonic wave proagation in a medium assumed to have a continuous HN relaxation spectrum. 
\o instability or divergence of the computed solution vvas observed in any of the calculations. .\ .section 
is included that describes the actual computer employed for I'alculation and in-system run times for 
various mesh sizes and relaxation spectra. 
CHAPTER 7 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FURTHER WORK 
Accurate and robust numerical forward models such as the finite element method running on 
presently available computers have forged complete industries and active areas of research, for ex­
ample. computational mechanics. With recent introduction of teraFLOP computers and petaFLOP 
computers on the drawing board, computational science and engineering is quickly carving out its own 
unique niche from within the traditional theorist/experimentalist paradigm. True three dimensional 
modeling with suffucient resolution to provide important insight into Keld/material interaction is now 
po.ssible for many problems and soon to be a reality for others such as time-domain wave propagation 
problems. 
With accurate forward models and powerful computers, new methods for material property mea­
surement wil be tested more quickly to determine feasibility, and existing methods can be modeled 
to determine optimal experimental arrangements. In this vein an investigation of inverse metliocls for 
recovery of linear, viscoelastic moduli from ultrasonic waves is presented. .\ .system consisting of vis-
coelastic solid immersed in a water bath is modeled with a time-<lomain finite element method to study 
effects of certain variables on the accuracy of the reconstructed moduli. In principle present states of 
stress, strain and displacement in a vi.scoelastic medium require knowledge of the.se variables for all 
previous time. .Numerically this fact implies storing displacement history for eairh node in the finite 
element mesh. .A. method is presented where time dependence of bulk and shear moduli is modeled as 
a finite sum of decaying exponentials. When this is done it is shown chat only displacement data from 
one previous time step needs to be retained to account for displacement time history at a point. The 
FEM visoelastic model is tested against an inverse Laplace-Hankel transform method and is shown to 
give equivalent results for all cases considered. 
The viscoelastic finite element method is employed as numerical test-bed for studying two existing 
inverse methods, two-slab and slab-substitution, and one new and novel method called wave splitting. 
With the FEM as a test bed it is shown that in principle all three methods can provide estimates of 
the longitudinal modulus, but two-slab and slab-substitution methods are clearly more robust because 
i;u 
they do not require meaisured data for a isingle slab thickness. For the former two propagator methods 
increasing source and receiver aperture diameter improves accuracy of reconstructed moduli. 
Further work will focus mainly on developing the FEM forward model to accomodate more general 
geometric domains. At the present only regions that are topologically equivalent to rectangular regions 
can be modeled but geometries encountered in usual nondestructive testing situations include non-
simply connected regions. On another front the code will be ported to a parallel computing environment 
such as a PC-cluster or workstation cluster. A parallel environment is appropriate for attempting full 
three dimensional calculations. On yet another front more .sophisticated models for material properties 
will be developed. One type of material of immediate interest is a finite element model of materials 
such as metals with microscopically random properties, at least random about some mean value. .Such 
a model could serve as a test bed for ultrasonic wave propagation in stoirhastic media. 
i:i2 
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF LAPLACE-DOMAIN SCATTERING 
KERNELS 
Due to spatial homogeneity of the viscoelastic slab a simple bounce diagram model is sufficient to 
derive Laplace domain reflection and transmission kernels. A prototype bounce diagram is shown in 
Fig. .\.L. .Vssume a wave is incident on the slab at "la" with Laplace domain amplitude of one (i.e. 
Dirac delta in time). The slab is ,-uisumed impedance matched to the elastic half spaces at r = 0. L. 
respectively. Reflection and transmission coefficients for a viscoelastic half-space are. respectively. 
r{s) = I 
I 
'(••'•) = l+r(.s). 
(A. I) 
(A.-->) 
.\ wave incident upon either of the two elastic half-spaces from within the slab e.xperiences a reflection 
of —r(.s) and a transmission of 1 — r(.s). The wave propagator for the slab is 
P(.s) = r/oR,(.s)Pv(.s) 
du = t/(r =0) 
P„(.s) = 
Pv(.s) = e 
r„ = r(r=0) = •2L 
h { s )  —  S T q  
- I 
1 . 
—  - " O M )  








where subscript "N" implies "normalized." For a non-viscoelastic slab P,\(--i) equals one. identically. 
By inspection the total Laplace-domain reflection kernel is 
Riti) = 2a -i- ;{a -i- 4a -I- oa -h ... 
= r+r.(r-^ - l)P^ + + + 
= r + r(r' — l)P~ y ' ^rP 
1=0 






The total transniission kernel is 
T(s) = "ia + -t- -ta - r  . . .  
= (I -r-)F [l+r-p--rr-'p-' + ... 
= (l-r=)PX:[rP]" 
1=0 
( I  - r - ) P  
A. 12) 
I - r-P-
For |.s| —<• -x the transmission kernel as written does not approach zero. To eliminate the "high frequency 
aisyniptote and to remove inherent time delay, redefine the transmission kernel as follows: 
therefore. 
f(.,) f(.s) -
nA) = ^ —AT: ''') 
DeKne 
I - r-P'-: 
= [l-rP 
(.•>•) = rP-(!i]e'' 
— ' '»(]•-
- (In 
then the reflection kernel, eq. .-V.IO. can be rewritten in the following manner; 
k{s) = r + ^  [r-r- - l-] [rf-]' ^-"+1 
i=U 
The inverse Laplace transform. R{t). is 
R(t) = r(l) + ^  S((i + I)-)) [r * r « I' — t-j [*r « t-]' 
1=0 
where r(t} = £•"'['•] and L-(t) = and ^(ro) is a delay operator: <i>(~o)/(0 = /(I — ~o)-
Define 
£[«] = n 










or s f i  = I + /I. The half spafe refiectioti coefficient becomes 
\/1 + n — I 
\/1 + n + I 
and 
\/1 + « = I + r [ - f 
Rationalizing the denominator of eq. gives 
2 - 2 \/1 + n + n 
or. after eliminating the square root, it becomes 
hr = 2 ~ 2 
.\fter rearranging and collecting terms the result is 
I r 
L — r 
+ n. 
Define 
Ir — n + 2nr — fir' 
l r { t )  —  h { I ) +  2 h  *  r  —  h  *  r  *  r  =  
£[h] = fi 
- .•in — nil 
then the inverse Laplace tran.sform of 6(.->) is found as follows: 
I . h i s )  =  ' 0 'sn — 1 
— •'»' 0 
v T T f i -  I I, 
:^n(L - r) 
— -«0M) 
= [(sri - n,) + "())- i'-in — h;) + /i())r — n 
= -y [ri - nr - nor] 
b ( t )  = [n(0 - n • r - ;io'-(0] • 
o 















= ~:j + f^o] 
= —-ili)d,,b {A.;!4) 
=> e(0 = * {ih). (A.:!-")) 
With eq. A.;!;5 the transmission kernel, eq. A. 16. is inverted as follows: 
•f(.'j) = [e+f/i)|rfl (.\..;{f)) 
:=> T{t) = tit) — d^ r * R — r. r r R. (.\..:{7) 
r(.s) = rdfie~^ 
= r [«-: + ^ /o]" 
= + 2d,)t r + K-r (.\.;!8) 
=> r{t) = d^^r{t) + 'ldt)e « r + s « f « r. 
•A. detailed derivation of the time domain reflection and transmission kernels. R(t) and T(t). for an 
i.sotropic viscoelajjtic slab has been given. Intermediate variables. h[t). r{t) and r(t). facilitate the 
derivation. These results are analogous to the electromagnetic case presented in Fuks 
Finallv. t"(.s) is inverted as follows: 
time 
Figure A. I Bounce diagram for a viscoela^tic slab 
i;!7 
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